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CHAPTER I 
~NTRODUCTION 
In the 1910 1s and 1920 1s there was considerable interest in the 
metrization problem for a topological space. Mathematicians strove 
to determine under what conditions a topological space is metrizable. 
A short history of the attempts of;this period aimed at solving the 
metrization problem may be found in Chittenden [6]. This interest led 
to a solution of this problem by Alexandro££ and Urysohn (Theorem 3.4) 
in 1923. This ~blution [9] stated that a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that a topological space be metrizable is there exist a sequence 
G = {Gi} of open coverings such that (a) Gi+l is a refinement of Gi, 
(b) for each poipt p and for each domain D containing p there is an 
integer n such that every element of G which contains p is a subset of 
n 
D, and (c) the sum of each pair of intersecting elements of Gi+l is a 
subset of an element of G.. Kindred theorems to Alexandro££ and 
. 1 
Urysohn 1s theorem were proved by E. W. Chittenden [6] in 1927, R. L. 
Moore [22] in 1935, and C. W. Vickery [33] in 1940. Later in 1947, 
R. H. Bing [3] proved a. generi:1,lization of Alexandro££ and Urysohn 's 
theorem in that G. did not have to be an open covering. 
1 
The solution -of the general metrization problem then led mathe-
rnaticians to ask, when is a regular topological space metrizable? A 
partial solution came in 1925 when P. Urysohn [12] proved his well-
known metrization theorem, that is, a regular second countable 
1 
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topological space is metrizable, Following Urysohn's result little 
progress was made on this problem for twenty-five years. Then in 
1951, two independent, but similar, results were published. One, by 
Nagata and Smirnof [l ], stated that a regular topological space is 
metrizable if and only if it has a er-locally finite base (Theorem 3. 30). 
The other, by R. H. Bing [4], stated that a regular topological space 
is metrizable if and only if it is prefectly screenable (Theorem 3. 27). 
In the early stages of the e,xploration of the metrizability of 
topological spaces, attempts were also made to generalize metric 
spaces. Most of these attempts were done by replacing the triangle 
inequality with a more general condition. For examples, see Chitten-
den [5] and [6], Niemytzki [24], and Wilson [34]. One such attempt 
(which was not a generalization of the triangle inequality) was made by 
R. L. Moore [23] in the 1920's. The result of this attempt is the now-
familiar Moore space (Pefinition 2. 33 ). This particular space is a 
regular Haus~orff topological space which has defined on it a develop-
ment. It was at first speculated that all Moore spaces were metrizable, 
but R. L .. Moore himself produced an example which showed that this 
was not the 9ase. This discovery led to the question: Under what 
conditions are Moore spaces metrizable? 
In 1937, F. B .. Jones [18] published an answer to this question, 
. ~ 
in his theorem which stated that if 2!1?1 > 2 0, then every separable 
Moore space is metric and second countable (Theorem 3. 21). In this 
same article, Jones posed the new question: Is every normal Moore 
space metrizable? Jones' theorem has since also raised the question 
~1 mo ·· 
of whether 2 > 2 ,,1. l\ls a necessary part of the hypothesis, These two 
questions are of this date unanswered even though progress has been 
made on the question of the metrizability of Moore spac;es. 
R. H. Bing [4], in his 1951 paper, stated and proved that a 
Moore space is metrizable if and only if it is perfectly screenable, or 
strongly sc re enable, or collectionwis e normal, or paracompact, or 
fully normal. While these results answer the metrizability question, 
all of these conditions will be shown (in Chapter II) to be stronger than 
normality. Another approach to Jones 1 normality question was taken in 
1964 by R. W. Heath [ 14]. Using the idea of a uniform base (Definition 
· 2. 42) Heath proved the following: a regular topological space is a 
pointwise paracompact Moore space if and only if it has a uniform base 
(Theorem 2. 45 ). In 1956, P. S. Aleksandrov [ 1] proved that in order 
that a regular topologic;al space be metrizable, it is necessary and 
sufficient that it have a uniform base and that it satisfy one of the 
following conditions: (1) it is paracompact; (2) it is collectwise normal; 
or (3) each point-finite covering of it has a locally finite refinement. 
These last two results, when taken together, do not produce any new 
evidence, since one may ask if every normal topological space which 
has a uniform b.ase is metrizable. However, these two results do 
r·t 
serve to point out the relationships between the general case and the 
specific case of Moore spaces. 
Results in the 1960 1s have tebded to consider properties of the 
boundaries of domains in a Moore space rather than properties of the 
Moore space. D. R. Traylor [28] in 1962 showed that a Moore space 
is metrizable if the boundary of each domain is second countable. A 
result by. Grace and Heath [ 11] showed that a Moore space is metrizable 
if the boundary of each domain is strongly s creenable. Traylor [2 9] 
similarly showed that if the boundary of each domain in a normal Moore 
4 
space is scre:'¢nable then the space is metrizable. 
The above discussion constitutes basically the results contained 
in Chapter III of this paper, Chapter II gives a discussion of the terms 
basic to this paper. Also, the second chapter contains examples 
illustrating the ideas of this paper. Chapter IV contains a translation 
of the normal Moore ipace conjecture to a non-topological setting. 
Chapter IV also contains a discussion of properties of nonmetrizable 
normal Moore spaces if, indeed, there does exist a nonmetrizable 
normal Moore space. 
CHAPTER II 
FUNDAMENTALTOPOLOQCALCONCEP~ 
Introduction 
In this chapter, the topological concepts basic to this paper are 
presented. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the defini-
tions and theorems that occur in a first course in elementary point set 
topology. In particular, any term appearing in Elementary Topology 
by D. W. Hall and G. L. Spencer [12] will not l;>e defined in this chapter. 
It should be noted that the term ''domain" is used in preference 
to the term "open set", The term ''topological space" will refer to a 
Hausdorff topological space. These two terms are used throughout 
this paper, hence the reader is advised to become familiar with them. 
Certain definitions in this chapter are of such a nature that 
examples are necessary to clarify thei:r statement. In such a case, an 
example will generally follow the definition. 
Screenable, Strongly Screenable and 
Perfectly Sc re enable Spaces 
In 1951, R. H. Bing introduced the definitions and theorems of 
this section in his paper on metrization [4]. They are probably the 
n:iost important since they lead to one of the first satisfactory charac.:. 
terizations of metrizability in a regular topological space. 
5 
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Definition 2. 1: Let H be a collection of sets. A collection of 
sets G is a refinement of H if each element of G is a subs et of an 
element of H. 
Definition 2. 2: A collection of point sets is discrete if the 
closures of these point sets are mutually exclusive and any subcollec -
tion of these closures has a closed sum. 
The reader may easily see that any finite collection of disjoint 
closed sets in the plane is a discrete collection. However, note that a 
finite collection of disjoint domains in the plane may not be a discrete 
collection. 
Definition 2. 3: A topological space is screenable if for each 
open covering G of the space, there is a sequence H = {H.} such that 
1 
00 
H. is a collec;tion of mutually exclusive domains, U H. is a refinement 
1 00 i= 1 1 
of G, and U H. is an open covering of the space. 
i= 1 1 
Definition 2. 4: A topological space is strongly screenable if for 
each open covering G of the space there is a sequence H = {H.} such 
1 
00 
that H. 
1 
00 
is a discrete collection of domains, U H. is a refinement of G, 
i= 1 1 
and U H. is an open covering 
i=} l 
of the space. 
Of course, any strongly screenable topological space is a 
screenable topological space. The converse of this statement is not 
necessarily true as the following example illustrates. 
Example 2. 5: A regular screenable topological space which is 
non-normal and not strongly screenable" 
7 
The points of the space S are all the points of the plane on or 
above the x-axis. A basis G for S is as follows: ( 1) for each point p 
above the x-axis, {p} e G; (2) for each point p = (r, 0), where r is a 
rationc;1.l number, and natural number n, D(r,n) = {(r,y): 0.:::_y.:::_1/n} e G 
(a vertical line segment with its lower end point at (r, 0) ); and (3) for 
each point p = (x, 0), where xis an irrational number, and natural 
number n, D(x, n) = { (t, y) : t = x + y, 0 < y .:::_ 1 /n} e G (a line segment 
with slope 1 and end point at (x, 0) ). By using a geometric argument 
one sees that the space S is a regular topological space, Also a 
geometric argument shows that each element of the bas is is a closed 
set. 
Let H be an open covering of S. Consider the collection 
H 1 = {{p} IP is above the x-axis} and note that H 1 is a collection of 
mutually exclusive domains. Also we have that H 1 is a refinement of 
H which covers the portion of S which lies above the x-axis. Let 
R = {(r, 0): r is a rational number}, since G is a basis of S we have 
for each (r, 0) e Ra natural number n such that D(r, n) C h, for some 
he H. Let H 2 = {D(r,n)/(r,O) e Rand D(r,n) C h for some he H}. 
The definition of G implies the domains of H 2 are mutually exclusive, 
The definition of H2 implies that H 2 is a refinement of H which covers 
R. Upon letting I= {(x, 0) jx is an irrational real number} one sees 
similarly that H 3 = {D(x,n)j(x, 0) e I and D(x,n) C h for some he H} 
is a collection of mutually exclusive domains which covers I,and H 3 is 
refinement of H. 
H. (i = 1, 2,3) is 
1 3 
Now K = {H 1, H 2 , H) is a sequence such that 3 
a collection of mutually exclusive domains, U 
i= 1 
H. 
1 
covers S, and UH. 
i= 1 1 
is a refinement of H. Hence by definition, S is 
screenable. 
8 
Suppose that S is a normal topological space. It is clearly seen 
that the sets R = {(r, 0) : r is a ra.tional number} and 
I= {(x, 0) xis an irrational number} 
are disjoint closed subsets of S. Since S is a normal topological space, 
there are domains DR and D1 such that R C DR' I C DI' and D:r{1 D_r= (/). 
Upon referring to the definition of the base G, one sees that to each 
point x = (x, 0) e I we can associate a base element D(x, n) such that 
D(x, n) C Dr Define the set I as follows: 
m 
Im= {x Ix= (x, 0) e I, D(x, n) C DI' and m :::_ n}. 
Now the definition of the base G implies that 
00 
I= U ·I 
m=l m 
But since I is a set of second category when regarded as a subset of the 
real line, the closure of some I., in the sense of the topology of the 
J 
real line, must contain an open interval (a, b), as shown in Taylor [26 J. 
Therefore, there is an N such that (a, b) C IN. Since (a, b) is a subset 
of the real line, there is a rational number r such that r e (a, b). Now 
consider the interval (a, r). Since (a, r) C IN there is a sequence {xi} 
such that xi is irrational, xi e IN, and {xi} converges to r. Now con-
sider the associated base elements D(xi,n); by definition of IN and 
D(xi' n) we have that the height (using Euclidean geometry) of each 
D(xi' n) is greater than or equal to 1/N. Since DRf! D1 = (/), there is 
a base element D(r, M) such that D(r, M) C DR. Now let 
6 = min {r-a, l/2N} and consider the interval (r-6, r). Since the 
sequence {x.} converges tor, there is an x. e (r-6, r). · But x. e (r-6, :t) 
1 J J 
implies by a geometric argument that D(x., n) intersects D(r, M). 
J 
9 
Hence DR n DI~ ~. which is a contradiction. Therefore, the topolog-
ical space S is not normal. 
Suppose that S is a strongly screenable topological space. Since 
S is a regular topological space we have by an argument similar to 
Theorem 2. 13, of the next section, that S is a normal topological 
space. This is a contradiction to the previous paragraph, Hence S is 
not a strongly screenable topological space. 
The reader may wish to know that when referring to the litera-
ture the sequence Ii in the definition of strong screenability is some-
times referred to as a o--discrete refinement of G. 
Definition 2. 6: A topological space is perfectly screenable if 
there exists a sequence G = {G.} such that G. is a discrete collection 
1 1 
of domains and for each domain D and each point p in D there is a 
natural number n(p, D) such that Gn(p, D) contains a domain which lies 
in D and contains p. 
The existence of screenable, strongly screenable, and perfectly 
screenable topological spaces can quite easily be shown by considering 
any finite set with the domains defined in an appropriate way. Also 
the topological space E 2 with the discrete topology is readily shown to 
satisfy the above mentioned properties. The author will also show in 
Chapter III that a metric space (the topological space E 2 with the usual 
topology) is perfectly screenable which, with the theorems of this 
section, will show that any metric space (in particular E 2 ) is screen-
able and strongly screenable. 
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Theorem 2. 7: Let S be a topological space. If Sis perfectly 
screenable, then S is strongly screenable. 
Proof: Let H be an open covering of S. Since S is perfectly 
screenable, there exists a sequence G = {G.} such that G. is a discrete 
l l 
collection of domains such that for any domain D and for any point p in 
D there is a natural number n(p, D) such that Gn(p; D) contains a domain 
which lies in D and contains p. Defining H. = { g I g e G. and g C h for 
l :i. 
some h e H}, we find that H. is a discrete collection of domains since 
l 
G. is a discrete collection. Consider p, an element of S. Since H 
l 
covers S there exists some domain D of H which contains p, but S 
perfectly sc:reenabll;'l implies there exists an integer n(p, D) such that 
Gn(p, D) contains a domain g which lies in D and contains p. Therefore, 
00 
g is in Hn(p, D)' and p is contained in U H.. Also we see that the 
i= 1 1 
00 
definition of H. implies U H. is a refinement of H. Hence S is a 
l i= 1 l 
strongly screenable space. 
In general the converse of this theorem fails as can be seen by 
the following example. 
Example 2. 8: A regular, s epc:nable, strongly s creenable 
topological space that is not perfectly screenable. 
Points of our space are the points of the positive x~axis. 
Neighborhoods are closed intervals minus their right hand end points, 
that is, intervals of the form [a, b). Since our topology is similar to 
the topology of the real line, our space is seen to be both regular and 
separable. Let H be any open covering of our space, and consider the 
point 0. The re is an h e H such that O e h since H is an open covering 
11 
of our space. Consider the set {y: [O, y) Ch}. This set is non-empty 
since his an open set. Let b = sup {y: [O, y) C h}. and note that 
b i { y : [ 0, y) C h} for if so there would exist an e > 0 such that 
[b - e, b + e ) C h by definition of sup. Thus we would have 
[o. b + e) C h which implies b -1- sup { y : [o, y) C h}, a contradiction. 
Since b i {y : [ 0, y) C h} and H is an open covering of our space, we 
know there is an hi e H such that b e h 1. Now repeating the above 
argument we see that we can construct an open covering G of the space 
such that G refines Hand no two elements of G intersect each other .. 
Since each g of G contains a rational number, our collection G is 
countable. Therefore, we can index the elements of G with the set of 
positive integers. Thus, if we let H. = { g.} we have that H. is a dis -
1 1 1 
00 00 
c rete colle<;:tion, U H. covers the space, and U }L is a refinement 
. 1 1 . 1 1 
+= 1= 
of H. Hence our space is 1:,trongly screenable. 
Let G denote any countable collection of neighborhoods, then 
there is a point p that does not belong to the left end of any element of 
G because the reals are uncountable. Therefore, the set [p, a) is not 
the sum of a subcollection of G for every real number a. Thus, our 
space is not second countable. 
Since our space is separable but not second countable, it is not 
metrizable, as shown in Hall and Spencer [12], p. 107. Also a regular 
topological space is metrizable if and only if it is perfectly screenable 
(see Chapter III). Since our space is a regular non-metrizable topolog-
ical space, we have it is not perfectly screenable. 
12 
Normality, Full Normality, and 
Collectionwise Normality 
This section of the paper will introduce two generalizations of 
no:tmality. The first, collectionwise normality, Bing [4], will be 
shown to have a definite relation to the preceding section in regular 
spaces. The second, first introduced l::>y Turkey in 1940, is the concept 
of full normality. As will be shown in Chapter III, the concepts of fully 
normality and collectionwi$e normality lead to cha:racterizations of 
metrizability in Moore spaces. 
Definition 2. 9: A topologtc;al space is collectionwise normal 
if for each discrete collection X of point sets, there is a collection Y 
of mutually exculsive domains covering X* such that no element of Y 
intersects two elements of X. We use X* to denote the 1;1um of the 
dements of X, 
Theorem 2. l 0: Any metric space is a collectionwise normal 
topological space. 
Proof: Let S be a metric space with metric D and X = {x la e A} 
a 
a discrete collection of point set$. Since X is a discrete c;:ollection we 
· have for each a eA that x and (U xA) are closed sets such that 
a 13 f.a t-' 
For each a e A let 
r = D(x , 
a a 
Since U x are closed disjoint $ets we have that r f. 0. 
13 f.a 13 a 
For 
each p e x: consider the sphere S (p). Let 
a ra/4 
y = u 
a pe X 
a 
Sr (p)' 
a/4 
then y is a domain that contains x 
a a 
Therefore, the collection 
Y = {ylaeA} is a collection of domains such that Y covers X>:<. If 
y n y~ f. 0 then there exist points p and q; spheres Sr··.. (p) and 
a ~ · d/4 
13 
Sr (q) such that p e Sr (p), q e Sr (q) and Sr (p) n s (q) f. 0. 
[3 /4 a /4 [3 /4 a /4 r[3/4 
Assume without loss of generality that r [3 < r a. Thus there is a point 
x such that D(p, x) < r a/ 4 and D(x, q) .:::_ r [3/ 4 . Therefore we have 
which is a contradiction, since. D(:;z , x~) > r . 
a ~ - a 
is a mutually exclusive collection of domains. 
Hence the collection Y 
Suppose y contains 
a 
Then there is a point p e x , and a sphere 
a 
Sra/ 4 (p), and a point q e x[3 such that q e Sra/ 4 (p). Now q e Sra/4 (p) 
implies D(p, q) < r 14 < r . Thus D(x , x~) < r which is a contradic-- a a ·a~ a 
tion. Hence Y is a collection of mutually exclusive domains such that 
Y covers X>:< and no element of Y contains points of two elements of X, 
Therefore, by definition, S is a collectionwise normal topological 
space. 
Hence, in particular, the topological spaces E 1 and E 2 with the 
usual topologies are collectionwis e normal topological spaces. The 
following theorem and example show that collectionwise normality is a 
generalization of normality~ but that every normal space is not 
necessarily collectionwis e normal. 
14 
Theorem 2. Ll: Let S be a topological space. If S is collection-
wise normal, then Sis n9rmal. 
Proof: Let A and B be two mutually exclusive closed subsets of 
S; that is, {A, B} is a discrete collection. The definition of collection-
wise normal implies that the re exists a collection Y = { y I a e A} of 
a 
mutually exclusive domains such that for each a, y does not intersect 
a 
both A and B, and A U B C y,:<. Let C be the class of all y such that 
a 
y (I A :f. (/J. Similarly let D be the class of ally such that y Ii B :f. (/J. 
a a a 
Since the collection Y is a mutually exclusive collection of domains, 
the domains C* and n,:, are disjoint, Since A U BC y,:,, the definitions 
of C and D imply A C C* and B C n,:,. Henc;e S is a normal topological 
space. 
Example 2. 12: A normal topological space which is not a 
colle<:;tionwise normal topological space. 
Let P be an uncountable set, m the class of all subsets of P, and 
F = {fjf; m ..... {O, l} }. For each p e P associate the function defined as 
follows: f (B) = l if p e B and f (B) = 0 if p ,/. B, and let F = {f Ip e P}. 
. p p p p 
Now Fis topologized as follows: (1) If f e F-F then {f} is a neighbor~ p 
hood off, (2) if f ~ F and ,if i~ a finite subclass of m then the H? neigh-p p 
borhood off is defined to be the set of all f e F such that f(B) = f (B) p p 
whenever B e .i?. Let D~ be the d? neighborhood of fp and DJ the J 
neighborhood of\ such that D~/i D.J :f. (/J. Let fr e D.i?/i DJ and 
note that if ~U.J' is the&U ..J neighborhood of fr then ~ UJ is a 
subset of ~Ii 1;t . Thus we have a base for a topology of F. 
Let H 1 and H 2 be two disjoint closed subsets of F. Let A 1 be 
the set of points common to H 1 and F p and let A 2 be the set of points 
15 
common to H 2 and F p· Let Q 1 be the associated subset in P consisting 
of all p for which fp belongs to A 1 and let Q 2 be the associated subset 
in P consisting of all p for which fp belongs to A 2 • Now if A 1 :z (ll, 
then H 1 C F - F p" Hence H 1 is a domain containing H 1. Thus H 1 and 
F - H 1 are mutually exclusive domains containing H 1 and H 2 respec-
tively. Similarly if A 2 = (ll, we have H 2 and F - H 2 are mutually 
exclusive domains containing H 2 and H 1 respectively. Thus assume 
that neither A 1 nor A 2 is empty. Now define D 1 = {fe Fjf(Q 1)= 1 and 
f(Q 2 ) = O}. Let fp e A 1 then fp(Q 1) = 1, since p e Q 1, and f(Q 2 ) = 0 
since pi Q 2 . Hence we have A 1 C D 1. If f e D 1 such that f e F - Fp 
then the definition of the base for the topology of F implies f is a 
neighborhood of f such that { f} C D 1. If f e D 1 and f e F P then f = fp 
for some p e Q 1. Now considerJ?= {Q 1,Q2}. The definition of the 
base for the topology i~pliel:i the if? neighborhood off is the set p 
D = {f e F!f(Q.) = f (Q.) for i = 1, 2}. Since f e D implies f(Q.)=f (Q.) 
1 p 1 l p 1 
1 = 1, 2, we have f(Q
1
) = 1 and f(Q 2 ) = 0. Thus D is contained in D 1. 
Therefore D 1 is a domain containing A 1 . Similarly the set D 2 of all 
f e F such that f(Q 2 ) = 1 and f(Q 1) = 0 is an open set containing A 2 . If 
Dl n Dz I- (ll, then there is an f such that f E Dl n Dz, Now f E Dl 
implies that f(Q 1) = 1 and f(Q 2 ) = 0, but f e D 2 implies f(Q 1) = 0. This 
contradiction implies that D 1 n D 2 = (ll. Consider the sets 
Since H 1 - A 1 C F - F p and F - F pis discrete, we have that H 1 - A 1 is 
an open set. Therefore, the set (D 1 - H 2 ) U (H 1 -A 1) is an open set. 
Similarly the set (D 2 - H 1) U (H2 - A 2 ) is an open set. 
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Suppose f e H 1 and f r/. H 1 - A 1, then f e A 1. Now f e A 1 implies 
f e D 1. Then fe D 1 - Hz and f e (D 1- Hz) U(H 1-A1). Otherwise 
suppose f e H 1 and f e H 1 - A 1; thus f e (D 1 - Hz) U (H 1 - A 1). There 
fore, 
Similarly 
Also we have 
are mutually exclusive domains containing H 1 and Hz respectively. 
Thus F is a normal topological space. 
Consider the set F = {f / p e P}. Let f be any element in F . p p p p 
For each f e F - F we have that {f} is a neighborhood of f which does 
. p 
not intersect {f } . p Let f be any point in F different from f , that is, q p p 
p-:/.q. ThesetB(= { { q}} is a finite subs et of l8 . An .ineighborhood of 
f is the set of all f e F such that f({q}) = f ({q}) = 1. q . q Therefore f is p 
not an element of the$ neighborhood of f since f ( { q}) = q p 
is a closed set. Hence {f}n {f} = (/J if and only if p-:/. q. p q 
0. Thus {f } p 
Let K be a 
subcollection of F., and consider U k. 
p keK 
If f e F - F then { f} is a p 
neighborhood which does not intersect 
keK 
U k'. If f e F suth that q p 
fq ,/. K then by an argument similar to the above we have that there is 
an fJ?. neighborhood off that does not contain any points of K. Thus the q 
set U k is a closed set. 
keK 
points. 
Hence the set F is a discrete collection of p 
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Suppose there is a collection 0£ mutually exclusive neighbor -
hoods { D } such that D is a neighborhood of f . Let D be an .i(_ p p p p p 
neighborhood of f . Since ,m is a finite ~ubset of !8 and P is uncount-p p 
able there is a natural number n and an uncountable sub$et W of P such 
that .i( has exactly n elements for every p e W; for otherwise P is p 
countable. Let a and b be two elements of W. If e(a nu?b = (/), then 
consider a function f such that f(B) = f (B) for every. B e .if. , and 
a a 
f(B) = fb(B) for every Be ff?b' and f(B) = 0 for every Bi #ta UA?b. 
Since ~ a n JR b = (/) the function f is well defined and f E Da n Db, we 
have a contradiction to the hypothesis that the D 1s were mutually p 
exclusive. Thus for every a and bin W we have ,!fa nJR b I- (/). Hence 
there is an element B 1 of la and an uncountable subset W~ of W such 
that B 1 belongs tog?p for every pin W {; for if not some}Ra would con-
tain an infinite number of elements. Moreover, there is a t 1 with 
value 1 or O and an 1,lncountable W 1 of W { such that fp(B 1) = t 1 for 
every p in W 1. Using similar reasor:i.ing on J1( p - {B 1} for p e W 1 we 
find 
for every a and b in W 1. Thus there is an element B 2 of la, B 2 ,:f. B 1 , 
a t 2 with value 1 or 0, and an uncountal;:>le subset W 2 0£ W 1 such that 
B 2 belongs to .8(p i:h1d fp(B 2 ) = t 2 for every p e W 2 . Continuing 
recursively in this fashion we get Bk1 tk~ Wk' for k = 1, 2, ... , n. Let 
B. be the set cons is ting of B 1, B 2 , ... , Bn and D the set of all f with 
f(Bk) = tk fork= 1, 2, ... ,n. Then~= and DP= D for all pin Wn, 
since each contains exactly n sets. This contradicts the fact that p . 
the collection D was a mutually exclusive collection. Therefore the p 
space F is not collectionwise normal. 
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As we have seen in Example 2. 5 there is a regular screenable 
topological space that is not a normal topological space. However, if 
we replace screenability by st:r,ong screenability we obtain the following 
result. 
Theorem 2. 13: If S is a regular strongly s creenable topological 
space then S is a collectionwise r.iormal topological space. 
Proof: Let {X /a eA} be a discrete collection of point sets. 
a 
For ec1-ch a, let A denote X; then the collection {A la e..(\.} is a dis-
a a a 
crete collection of closed point sets. Len Af3, f3 some element of A, be 
a set in our collection; since we have a discrete collection we know 
that AA and U A are closed sets. Therefore for each point p in AA 
t-" a ;t f3 a t-" 
there exists a domain which contains p and does not intersect U A . 
a ;i f3 a 
Since our space is regular there exists a domain V p[3 which contains p 
and whose closure does not intersect a¥[3 Aa. Thus {Vp[31P e Af3} is 
a collection of domains that cover Af3 and whose closures do not 
intersect U A . Similarly, for each a, there exists a collection 
a ;i f3 a 
{ V Ip e A } of domains which cover A and whose closures do not 
~ a a 
intersect U A . Let 
.J ;ta r 
K = U {V Ip e A } , 
ael\. ~ a 
then K is an open covering of S by domains such that the closure of no 
element of K intersects two elements of the collection {A la e A}. 
a 
Since S is strongly screenable, there exists a sequence G = {H.} such 
1 
CO 00 
that H. is a discrete collection of domains, U H. covers S, and U H. 
1 i= 1 1 i= 1 1 
is a refinement of K. Now let W.A be the sum of the elements of H. 
lt-" 1 
that intersect Af3, where f3 eA, and V i[3 be the sum of the elements of 
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H. that intersect A , where at 13. With this in mind, define 
1 Q' 
00 i-1 
Dr:i. = U (W.r:i. - U V.r:i.) 
t"' i= 1 1 t"' j = 1 J t"' 
00 
Since U H. is a refinement of K we have that each element of 
i= l 1 
00 
U H. is a subset of an element of K, Therefore, the closure of each 
i= 1 1 
00 
element of U H. does not intersect two elements of the collection 
i= 1 1 
{ Aaja e A}. Hence for each 13, W il3 does not intersect two elements of 
the collection {A la eA} which imphes 
Q' 
for each i, does not intersect two elements of the collection {A la e A}. 
Q' 
Therefore, no element of the collection {Dl3 I 13 e A} intersects two 
e le men ts of the collection { A I a el\}. 
Q' 
Consider p an element in U A , then we know p is contained 
a el\. a 
00 
in Al3, for some 13 eA. 
a domain h' in some H. 
Since U H. is a refinement of K, there exists 
i= 1 1 
that contains p and h does not intersect a¥l3 Aa 
J 
Hence, we have that p is contained in Wj l3, and p is not contained in 
Since H., for each i, is a discrete collection of domains 
1 
we have that p is 
contained in D l3, 
not contained in Vil3' for all i. Therefore, pis 
andthecollection{Dr:i.l13eA}, covers UAA. The 
t"' ae.t\. Q' 
point set Wil3 is a domain since Wil3 is the sum of domains. Now, 
since 
i-1 
(WiP.- U V.r:i.), i=l,2, ... , 
t"' j = 1 J t"' 
is a domain, we have that D[3 is a domain for each [3. 
By considering the de:6. nitions of D !3 and D a' a, [3 e A; if 
00 
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DR. n D -I- 0 then there would have to exist a domain h in U H. which 
t-' a i=l 1 
would intersect both A[3 and Aa. This is impossible by the way we 
00 
constructed our covering K and the fact that U H. is a refinement of 
i= 1 1 
K. Hence the collection {D[3/[3 eA} is a collection of mutually exclus-
ive domains covering lJ A , such that no element of the collection 
aeA a 
{Dr, 1!3 eA} intersects two elements of the collection {Aa la e A}. Hence 
the space S is a collectionwis e normal topological space. 
Now Theorems 2. 7, 2.11, and 2. 13 imply the following results. 
Corollary 2. 14: A regular perfectly screenable topQlogical 
space is a coUectionwise normal topological space. 
Corollary 2. 15: A regular strongly screenable topological 
space is a normal topological space. 
Corollary 2. IE>: A regular perfectly s creenable topological 
$pace is a normal topological space. 
At this point it is worth mentioning that there is a normal 
topological space which is not strongly s creenable.,which may be found 
in Hodel [16]. Also a strongly screenable topological space which is 
not normal may be constructed from the example given in Hall and 
Spencer [12], p. 65. 
This section will now be concluded with the introduction of full 
normality which will be shown to be- a generalization of collectionwise 
normality as well as normality. 
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Definition 2. 17: Let H be an open covering of a topological 
space S. The star of~ point set f2: with respect to an open covering !i 
is the sum of the elements of H that intersect A. The star of A will be 
denoted by star (A). 
Definition 2. 18: A topological space is fully normal if for each 
open·nioveririg H bf the space ·there is an open covering H 1 of the space 
such':that the star of each· point with respect to H 1 is a sub!irnt, of! an , '; 
element of H. 
One quickly sees that the topological spaces E 1 and E 2 with the 
discrete topology are fully normal topological spaces. 
Theorem 2. 19: If a topological space S is fully normal then S 
is collectionwise normal. 
Proof: Let W be a discrete collection of closed sets. Since W 
is a discrete collection of closed sets we can construct an open cover-
ing Hof S such that n,o element of H intersects two elements of W. 
Since S is fully normal there is an open covering H 1 of S such that for 
each point p e S the star of p with respect to H 1 is a subset of an 
element of H. 
Let us consider the collection G = {star (w)!w e w,:<}. Since H 1 
covers Sand hence W* we have that G covers w,:< Let w 1 and w 2 be 
two different elements in w,:<. If star (w 1) n star (w2 ) t (/), then let 
p e star (w 1) n star (w2 ). The star of p with respec:t to H 1 is a subset 
of an element of H, but the star of p intersects both w 1 and w 2 since 
p e star (w 1) n star (w2 ). Hence an element of H intersects both w 1 
and w 2 which implies a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
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star (w1) n star (w2 ) = (/J. Thus the collection G is a collection of 
mutually exclusive domains such that no one of these domains inter-
sects two elements of W. Hence by definition S is a collectionwise 
normal topological space. 
Corollary 2. 20: If S is a fully normal topological ia,pace then S 
is a normal topological space. 
That the converse of Theorem 2. 19 does not hold is shown by 
the following example. 
Example 2. 21: A callee tionwise normal topological space which 
is not fully normal. 
Let R denote the set of real numbers, and let 
be a well ordering of R. If W 1 is a well ordering of R then 
is a well ordering of R. Hence let>:< be the first element of W such 
that ~:. is preceded by an uncountable number of elements of W. Let S 
be the set of elements of W that precede *· Let the space S be defined 
to be the set S in the interval topology (see Spencer and Hall, p. 160). 
Suppose K is an infinite discrete collection of points in S. Now 
Kcontains an infinite sequence {k.} suchthatk. precedes k.+i· Denote 
1 1 1 
by p the first element of W which follows this infinite sequence. Let 
Ube any open set such that p E U. There is an interval of the form 
(k , p] contained in U, for otherwise pis not the first element of W 
n 
which follows the sequence { k.}. Thus the point p is a limit point of 
1 
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this infinite sequence {k.}. Let K. = {s Is e S ands precedes k.} and 
1 1 1 
00 
note that K. is countable for each i. 
1 
(X) 
If p = *, then S = U K., but this 
i= 1 1 
There-is impossible since U K. is countable and S is uncountable. 
i= 1 1 oo_ 
fore, p e S and the set K is not a discrete collection because M = U k. 
i= 1 1 
is not a closed set. This contradiction implies there does not exist an 
infinite discrete callee tion of points in S. At this point note that the 
above argument could be used to show that every infinite set of points 
of S has a limit point in S. 
Let A and B be two disjoint closed sets in S. For each a e A, 
consider the set {b lb e B and b precedes a}. This set has an upper 
bound in S, namely a; t4,,us the set {b J b e B and b precedes a} has a 
least upper bound b . Since the set B is closed, we have b e B. The 
a a 
interval (b , a] is an open set such that a e (b , a] and (b , a] n B = 0. 
a a a · 
Let 
U = U { (b , a] I a e A}, 
a 
and note A C U. Similarly let 
V = U { ( ab' b] J b e B} 
and note·~ C V. I£ u n v i- 0. then some (ba, a] n (ab' b] i- 0. Now 
without loss of generality we may assume that b precedes a. If b 
precedes a, (b , a] n (a-b' b] i- 0, then the definition of (b., a] implies 
a a 
be (ba, a]. This contradiction implies U n V = 0. Hence the space S 
is normal. 
Let Y be any discrete collection of point sets. Now suppose 
that Y = { Y J a eA} is an infinite collection. For each a eA, let 
Q' 
y e Y and consider the set Y 1 = {y IY e Y }. Since Y is an infinite Q' Q' Q' Q' Q' 
collection the set Y is an infinite set. Therefore Y 1 has a limit point p 
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in S. Since Y is a discrete coliection pi S - U Y . Also since Y is a 
a 
discrete collection p e Y , for each a, because Y contains only one 
a a 
point of Y 1 . This contradiction implies that Y is a finite collection of 
point sets. Sin'ce S is normal there is a collection G of mutually 
exclusive domains such that G covers Y* and no element of G intersects 
two elements of Y. Therefore by definition, S is collectionwise normal 
Let H be any collection of open sets such that H covers S. For 
each x 2 e W, consider the star (x2 ) with respect to H. If S ·(1 star (x2 ) 
let y 1 be the first element of W such that y 1 i star (x2 ). If 
S (j_ star (x2 ) U star (y 1) let y 2 be the first element of W such that 
Yz i sta:r; (x2 ) U star (y 1). Suppose for f3 < a that yf3 has been chosen. 
If S (j_ star (x2 ) U (f3~a star (yf3)) then let ya be the first element of W 
such that ya i star (x2 ) U ([3~.star (yf3)). By construction and defini-
tion the domain star (y ), for each a, contains only y from the set 
a a 
{y 1, y 2 , ... ,yf3, ... } . Therefore if there does not exist a yt7 such that 
SC star (x2 ) U ([3~ star (yf3)) then S contains an infinite set of points 
Which does not have a limit point in S. For suppose the contrary, that 
pis a limit point of {Y 1, y 2 , .. ,, y f3, ... } • Then we have p e star (y f3 ); 
for some f3; otherwise p would not be a limit point of {y 1, Yz, ... , yf3' ... } 
Now by construction the star (yf3) contains only yf3 from our set. Hence 
star (yf3) is a domain which contains only yf3 from our set. Therefore 
p is not a limit point of {y 1, y 2 , ... , yf3, ... } . Thus we have a contra-
diction to the fact that every infinite set of points of S has a limit 
point in S. Therefore there is a point p e S such that star (p) with 
respect to H contains all the points of S that follow p, 
. The collection H 1 = {[x2 , s) Is e S} is a collection of open sets 
such that H 1 covers S, and no element of H 1 contains all the points 
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that follow some point in S. Hence there does not exist an open cover-
ing H 2 of S such that the star of each point with ret:ipect to H 2 is a 
subset of an element of H 1. Thus S is not fully normal. 
A Theorem of A. H. Stone and Paracompactness 
In 1948, A. H. Stone stated and proved that a topological space 
is paracompact if and only if it is fully normal [25]. However, as one 
reads the literature and sees that the concept of paracompactness is 
preferred over the con,cept of full normality when speaking of metriza-
bility in Moore spaces, For example, see Jones [19]. Hence this 
section will be devoted to showing properties of paracompact topologi-
cal spaces. 
Definition 2. 22: A collection G 0£ subsets of a topological space 
S is said to be locally ~ if and only if every point of S has a neigh-
borhood which meets at most a finite number of elements of G. 
Definition 2. 23: A topological space S is paracompact if and 
only if every open cover Hof S has an open refinement H 1 such that H 1 
covers S and H 1 is locally finite. 
Example 2. 24: The topological space E 2 is a paracompact 
topological space. 
Let H be any open covering of the topological space E 2 . The 
set 
C 
n 
2 2 
= { (x, y) / n - 1 .:::_ x + y .:::_ n}, n = l, 2, ... , 
is a compact set in E 2 . Therefore there is a finite subcollection K of n 
H which covers Cn. Now the set Sn+l = {(x, y) jx2 + y 2 < n + l} is a 
domain which contains C . Let M = {kn S + 1 / k e K } and define n n n n 
H 1 as follows; each element of M 1 is an element of H 1 and if g e Mn 
then 
n-1 
g- u 
i= 1 
C. 
1 
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is an element of H 1. Lethe H 1, then there is a natural number n such 
that 
n-1 
h = g - u 
i= 1 
C. 
1 
where g e M . Since elements of M are contained in K and K is a 
n n n n 
finite subcollection of H we have that h is contained in an element of H. 
Thus H 1 is a refinement of H. Let x e S then the re is a natural 
number n such that x e C and 
n 
n-1 
X ef U 
i= 1 
c .. 
1 
Clearly there is an element of H 1 that contains x. Hence H 1 is a 
covering of S. Now the definition of H 1 implies that each element of 
H 1 is a domain. Thus H 1 is an open refinement of H. Let x e S then 
there is a natural number n such that x e C and 
n-1 
x¢ U 
i= 1 
C. 
1 
n 
Since Mn-l' Mn' and Mn+l are finite collections and some element of 
Mn contains x we have that H 1 is a locally finite open refinement of H. 
Hence by the definition the topological space E 2 is paracompact, 
A.. somewhat weaker condition than paracompactnes s is point-
wise paracompactness. 
\./ .!. r3 ; 
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Definition 2. 25: A topological space is pointwis e paracompact 
if for each open covering H there is an open covering H 1 such that H 1 
refines H and no point lies in infinitely many elements of H 1. 
The topological space E 2 is clearly pointwis e paracompact by 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. 26: Every paracompact topological space is a 
pointwise paracompact topological space. 
Proof: Let S be a paracompact topological space and Han 
open covering of S. Since S is paracompact there is an open refine -
ment H 1 of S such that H 1 <;:overs Sand H 1 is locally finite. Since H 1 
is a locally finite covering of S there is for each point p e_ S a domain 
U such that U intersects at most a finite number of elements of H 1. p p 
Let H 2 = {Up j p e S}. Then H 2 is an open covering of S such that no 
element of H 2 intersects an infinite number of elements of H 1. Let 
x e S and suppose that x is contained in an infinite number of elements 
of H 1. Since H 2 is an open covering of S there is an h e H 2 such that 
x e h, Thus h inteniects an infinite number of elements of H 1 which is 
a contradiction. Therefo;re, no element of S lies in infinitely many 
elements of H 1. Since the open refinement H·1 covers S we have by 
definition that the topological space S is pointwis e paracompact. 
The converse of the above theorem is false as will be shown by 
Example 2. 29. However, first let us show two further properties of 
para compact topological spaces. 
Theorem 2. 2 7: Every paracompact topological space is a 
regular tqpological space. 
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Proof: Let S be a paracompact topological space and D a 
domain which contains a point p e S. For each q e S - D there are 
domains u and V such that q E uq, p E V J and u n V = (/J. The q q q q q 
collection 
G={U jqeS-D}U {D} q 
is an open cover of S. Since S is a paracompact topological space 
there is an open cover H such that H refines G and H is locally finite. 
Since His locally finite, there is a domain U C D such that p e U p p 
and U intersects at most a finite number of elements of H. If U C D p p 
then S is regular by definition. If U (j_ D then let p 
Since U C D there is at least one member of Knot contained in D. p 
Therefore let it1, k2 , ... , kn d~note the members of K not contained in 
D. Since H is a refinement of G there are n points q 1, q 2 , ... , qn of 
S - D such that kj_ C uqi for i = 1, 2, ... , n. Let V = up n V ql n .. . n v'b 
amd W the union of all members of G which are not contained in D. 
Then V (') W = (/) since 
(h n v n . . . n v ) n (U u ... u u ) = 0 
ql qn ql qn 
and 
for all i. Therefore, V C S - W is a closed set. By definition of W 
we have that S - W C D. Therefore, V C S - W C D and by definition 
the space is regular. 
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Theorem 2. 28: Every paracompact topological space is a 
normal topological space. 
Proof: Let S be a paracompact topological space. Then Theo-
rem 2. 27 implies that S is a regular topological space. Let A and B be 
any two disjoint closed subsets of S. For each p e A we know p e S - B 
since A and B are disjoint closed sets. Since S - B is open and S is 
regular, there is a domain U such that p e U and U C S - B. The p p p 
open sets { U / p E A} together with the open set S - A form an open 
' p 
cover G of S. Since S is paracompact there is an open cover H such 
that H refines G and H is locally finite. Now let U denote the union of 
all the members of Hnot contained in S -A. Then U is a domain such 
that AC U. Let q e B, then since His locally finite there is a domain 
V such that q e V and V intersects finitely many members of H. Now q q q 
let k 1 , k 2 , ... , kn denote the members which are not contained in S-A. 
If V intersects no member 9f Hnot contained in S-A then let D = V . q q q 
Otherwise, since H refines G there are points p 1, p 2 , ... , pn of A such 
that k. C U for i=l, 2, ... , n. Let 
1 
· Pi 
D :::: V n (S - u ) n (S - u ) n . . . n (S - u ) . 
q q P1 P2 pn 
Then D is a domain such that q e D . Suppose U n D # (/J and let q q q 
x e Un D . Now x e U implies there is an h e H such that h is not q 
contained in S -A and x e h. Since XE D n u we have X E D . q q Hence 
x E V by the definition of D . Since V intersects only a finite number q q q 
of elements of S.,.A we have D intersects only a finite number of q 
elements of S-A. Therefore x E k. = h, for some i( 1 < i < n). But 
1 - -
ki C Up. which implies x e Up,· This is a contradiction since x 
1 1 
E D q 
implies x e (S - U ). Thus we have that U n D = (/J. Since 
Pi q 
D r1U=(/J q 
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for every q e B, we have U n V = (/J. Hence S ip a normal topological 
space. 
Example 2. 29: A pointwise paracompact topological space that 
is not a paracompact topological space. 
The topological space is the space S of Example 2. 5. Since S 
is a non-normal topological space we have by Theorem 2. 28 that S is 
not paracompact. Let H be any open covering of S. Let x = (x, 0) e S 
then since His an open covering of S there is an element he H such 
that x e h. Since G is a bas is for S there is a bas is element g such 
X 
that x e gx( h. For each x = (x, 0) e S associate a basis element gx 
and consider the collection K = {g Ix= (x, 0) e S}. The set K* is a 
X 
set such that no point of K,:, lies in two elements of K. (i.e., consider 
an arbitrary point (x, y) and use a geometric argument). Now each 
point of S-K* is a basis element by definition; hence consider 
L = { {p} /p e S-K*}. Then one q1,1ickly sees that H 1 =KU Lis an 
open covering of S such that H 1 refines H. By ou:r construction of H 1 
we have that no point of S lies in more than two elements of H 1. Hence 
by definition the topolo,gical space S is pointwise paracompact. 
The remaining portion of this section will be devoted to two 
theorems by A. H. Stone. Since the first is not an integral part of 
this paper (and the proof is quite long) it will be stated without proof, 
but is included to clarify relationships between paracompactnes s and 
full no rma Li ty. 
Theorem 2. 30: A fully normal topological space is a paracom-
pact topological space. 
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Stone's second theorem which is the converse of the above can 
be best shown by use of the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. 31: Let S be a pointwise paracompact topological 
space. Then S is normal if and only if for each open covering 
G = {gala 1;A} of S there is an open covering H = {h)a eA} such that 
h C g for each a e A. 
a a 
Proof: Suppose Sis normal and let W = {g 1, g2 , ... , ga' .. ,} be 
a well ordering of G. Since S is a pointwis e paracompact topological 
space we may assume that no point of~ lies in infinitely many elements 
of G. Since G is an open covering qfS the set F 1 = S - ~l/1 g~ is a 
closed set contained in g 1 . Since S is normal the re is a domain h 1 
such that F 1 C h 1 C h 1 C g 1. The collection 
is an open covering of S. Suppose, for~ < a, that h~ and H~ have been 
c:hosen such that h~ C g~ and 
H r:i. = {h j -y < ~} U { g j-y > ~} 
t-' 'Y - 'Y 
is an open covering of S. The set 
F 
a 
= s ~ [ ( u h'Y ) u ( u g'Y ) ] 
'Y<a -y>a 
is a closed set contained in ga since H~ is a covering of S for all~ < a. 
Therefore, there is a domain h such that F C h ( h C g . The 
a a a a a 
collection 
H = {h h < a} U {g h > a} 
a 'Y - 'Y 
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is an open covering of S, since 
is an open covering of S for 13 < a and F C h . Hence by trans -finite 
Cl:' Cl:' 
\ 
induction we have defined a collection H = {h } such that h C g for 
a a a 
each a. Letting x e S we know thc\.t there a;re at most a finite number 
of sets of G containing x. Denote these sets by ga , ga , .•. , ga and 
1 2 n 
let a= sup {a 1,a 2 , ... ,an}. By construction we have x e ha. There-
fore His an open covering of S possessing the desired property. 
Let A and B be two disjoint closed sets in S. Then {S--A, S-B} 
is an open covering of S; hence there is an open covering {U, V} such 
that UC S-A and V C S-B. Thus we have that S-U and S-V are open 
sets such that A C S-U and BC S-V. Also we have that 
(S-U) n (S-V) = S -(U UV)= S -S = 0, 
and thus the space S is normal. 
At this point, before proving our main result let us point out 
that there does exist a Moore space that is not pointwise paracompact. 
(See Ex:ample 2. 44). 
Theorem 2. 32: Every paracompact topological space is a fully 
normal topological space, 
Proof: Let S be a paracompact topological space. Then 
Theorems 2. 26 and 2. 28 imply that S is a normal pointwise paracom-
pact topological space. Let H be an open covering of S. Since S is 
paracompact there is an open covering H 1 = {Ua Ja el\.} of S such that 
H 1 refines H, and H 1 is locally finite. By Lemma 2, 31 there is an 
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open covering Hz of S such that for each Ua e H 1 there exists an Xa e Hz 
such that X C U . For each x e S there is a domain Ip:(x) such that 
Q' Q' 
x e U(x), and the domain U(x) intersects only a finite number of ele -
men ts of H 1. Now let 
A(x) = {ae.l\..lU(x) n U /. 0}, 
a 
and 
B (x) = { a e A(x) Ix e U }, 
Q' 
C(x) = {a e A(x}lx iX}; 
Q' 
and note A(x) = B(x) U C(x) since x e U or x i U Define W(x) as 
a a 
follows: 
W(x) = U(x) n [ n{uQ', la E B(x)}] n[ n {(S -X} la E C(x)}]. 
By definition of B(x) and C(x) we have W(x) is a domain containing x. 
Define H 3 = {W(x)lx e S}; and observe that H 3 is an open 
covering of S. Let ye S, then there is an x 13 e Hz such that ye x 13 
since Hz covers s. I£ ye W(x) then W(x) n xl3 I- 0. Since y e W(x), 
we have ye U(x) by ddinition of W(x). Also W(x) n x 13 1- 0 implies 
U(x) n u l3 I- 0, thus 13 e A(x). If 13 e C(x) then W(x) C s - xl3 which 
implies W(x) n xl3 = 0, a contradiction. Thus 13 i C(x) 1 and 13 e A(x) 
which implies 13 e .$ (x) sinic::e A(xf);::-,B(x) U C(x). The definition of W(x) 
now implies that W(x) C u 13 . Thus the star (y) = ye~(:{('){.) with 
respect to H 3 is contained in an element of H 1 . Since H 1 refines H we 
have that star (y) with respect to H 3 is contained in an element of H. 
Hence by definition we have that S is a fully normal topological space. 
Note that the topological space Ez is fully normal by the above 
theorem since Ez is a paracompact topological space'." (siee Example Z.Z4):. 
Moore Spaces and Uniform Bases 
Let S be a set such that there is a sequence G = {G.} which 
1 
satisfies the following: (1) for each n, G is a collection covering S 
n 
such that each element of Gn is a domain; (2) for each n, Gn+ 1 is a 
subcollection of Gn; (3) H D is a domain such that x, y e D then there 
exists a natural number m s1,1ch that if g e G and x e g then g is a 
m 
subset of D and unless y = x, g does not contain y, Moore [23 ]. 
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Definition 2. 33: A Moore space is a set S such that there is a 
sequence G which satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3) of the above. 
Hence a Moore space is a reguLar Hausdorff space with a 
sequence G = { G) such that for each point p of S, the seg_uence 
H = {star (p, G 1), star (p, G2 ), ... } is a countable basis for p, where 
star (p, G.) means the star of p with respect to the covering G .. 
1 1 
Clearly then the space S of Example 2. 5 is a Moore space with 
G defined in the obvio1,1s way. (i.e., G is the collection of all points 
n n 
above the x-axis together with all D(x, m) such that m > n where x is a 
point on the x-axis). Another example of a Moore space is the topolog-
ical space E 2 with Gn the collection, of c1-ll spheres with diameter less 
than or equal to 1 /n. 
An alternate way of characterizing a Moore space is the follow-
ing theorem which is stated for information only and hence will not be 
proved. 
Theorem 2, 34: A regular Hausdorff topological space S is a 
Moore space if and only if ( 1) for each p e S there is a countable basis 
U(p, 1 ), U(p, 2 ), . , . of p and (2) for every domain V containing a point 
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q e S there is an integer n(q, V) such that q e U(r, n(q, V)) implies 
U(r, n(q, V)) C V, where r e S. 
Since, for much of this paper, the condition of regularity is not 
needed let us make the following definitions. 
Definition 2. 35: Let S be a Hausdorff space. A sequence 
G = { G) such that Gi is an open covering of S is called a development 
of S if for each point p and each domain containing p there is a natural 
number n such that every element (domain) of G containing p is a 
n 
svbset of D. 
Definition 2. 36: Let S be a Hausdorff space with development 
G = { G), If Gi+ 1 refines Gi then S is called a developable space. 
Of course, any Moore space is a developable space but the 
converse is not the case as the following examples illustrate. 
Example 2. 37: A developable space that is not regular. (See 
Hall and Spencer [12], p. 65). 
Example 2. 38: A regular topological space that is not a develop-
able space. 
The space is the topological space S of Example 2. 8. As we 
have seen the space S is regular, sepa:raqle and strongly screenable. 
Since S is strongly screenable we know that S is screenable, However, 
we also noticed that S was not second countable. Hence by the following 
theorem the space S is not developable, 
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Theorem 2. 3 9: A separable s creenable developable topological 
space S is second countable. 
Proof: Let the sequence G = { G.} be a development of the 
1 
topological space S. Since S is a screenable topological space we know 
that for each G., there exists a sequence {H. } such that H .. is a collec-
1 m LJ 
00 
tion of mut"qally exclusive domains and U B .. is an open covering that j = 1 lJ 
refines G.. Since S is a separable topological space, S does not 
1 
contain uncountably ma.ny mutually exclusive domains, Thus H .. is a 
lJ 
00 
countable collection for each i, q.nd U H .. is a countable open cover-
j = 1 lJ 00 00 
ing that refines G.. Therefore, we have that U U H .. is a countable 
1 i= 1 j = 1 lJ 
basis for S, which implies that S is a second countable topological 
space. 
Hence not every screenable topological space is developable as 
seen by Examples 2. 8 and 2. 38. Also, there is a developable topolog-
ical space that is not screenable. 
Example 2. 40: A separable Moore space that is not screenable. 
The points of the topological space S are the points of the plane 
and the open sets are given in terms of a development { G.} defined as 
1 
follows: Let {L.} be a sequence of horizontal lines whose sum is dense 
1 
in the plane. A set g is in G if and only if either g is the interior of 
n 
n 
a circle with diameter less than 1/n which does not intersect U L., 
i= 1 1 
or g = { p} U I 1 U r2 , 
of circles of diameter 
where p e,Lj for some j, 11 and 12 are interiors 
less than 1 /Zn which are tangent to L. at p on 
J n 
opposite sides of LJ. and such that 11 U r2 does not intersect U' L .. i= I 1 
Our development {G.} satisfies Definition 2. 33. (Use a geometric 
1 
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argument to show part 3). Hence S is a Moore space. Since the plane 
is separable with the usual topology one q\lickly sees that our space S 
is separable. 
Let L. be one of the given lines and let L. have equation y = j, 
J J 
where j is a real number. Now define J = {(x,j) Ix is an irrational} 
and K = {(x,j) Ix is a rational}. By our development, there exists an 
open covering H of S such that no two points of J U K belong to the 
same element of H. Therefore, any open covering of S that refines H 
contains uncountably many elements. Since S is sepa..rable it does not 
contain an uncountable callee tion of mutually exclusive domains. Hence 
S is not a sere enable topological space. 
In Example 2. 40 consider J as a subspace of the topological 
space S. Then one quickly sees that with the relative topology J is a 
closed discrete subspace of S. Since the topological space S is 
separable there exists a dense countable set D such that D is dense in 
S. Since J is an uncountable set and D is countable we have 
!n(J) > 2 !l1 (D). Hence the topological space S of Example 2. 40 is not 
normal by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. 41: L~t S be a topological space. If S contains a 
dense set D and a closed discrete ~ubspace K with ~(K):::, 2!l1(D) then 
S is not normal. 
Proof: Assume that S is a normal topological space, Since K 
is a closed discrete subspace of S, every subspace of K is dosed in S. 
Therefore, for each subset A of K we have A and K - A are mutually 
exclusive closed sets, Since S is normal, there exists domains U(A) 
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and V(K-A) such that AC U(A), K-A C V(K-A) and U(A) n V(K-A) = (/J. 
Therefore the map f:.@(K) ... .@(D) defined by f(A) = D fl U(A) is well 
defined. Let A and B be elementSI of .@(K) such that A,-/. B. If A f. B, 
then we have either A - B f. (/J or B - A f. (/J. Without lo$ s of generality, 
assume A - B =/. (/J. Sine~ A - B =/. (/J, we have that A fl (K -B) =/. ·(/), 
which implies that U(A) n V(K - B) f. (/J, where U(A) and V(K - B) were 
defined above. Hence D flU{A) n V(K - B) =/. (/J since D is a dense set. 
Also note U(A) - U(B) =/. (/J or U(A) =/. U(B) since U(A) (') V(K - B) f. (/), 
Now D n U(A) n V(K - B) =/. (/J and U(A) f. U(B) implies that 
D n U(A) =/. D n U(B) or f(A) =/. f(B). Hence our mapping is a one to 
one mapping, which implies !Jl(~(K)) .::_ !Jl(kP(D)). This is impossible 
·Cl !Jl(D) 
since !Jl(i(K)) > !Jl(K) ~ !Jl(xr(D)) = 2 . Hence our space is not 
normal. 
This sec;tion will now be concluded with one further condition 
for a regular topological space to be a Moore space. 
Definition 2. 42: Let S be a topological space, A base B of S is 
uniform if every infinite subcollection of B containing an arbitrary 
point p E S is a base at the point p e S . 
• 
ExamEle 2.43: The topological space E 2 has a uniform base. 
A development for E 2 is G = { G } where G is the collection n · n 
of all open spheres of radius less than 1 /n. The topological space E 2 
is pointwise paracompact by Example 2, 24 and Theorem 2. 26. Hence 
for each n there is an open refinement G 1 of G which covers E 2 and n n 
CX) I 
no point of E 2 lies in infinity many elements of Gn'. Define B = U G n=l n CX) 
and note that Bis a ba$;e of E 2 since U G is a base of E 2 . Suppose 
· n=l n 
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. B' is an infinite subcollection of B such that each element of B' contains 
p, where p e S. Let D be any domain such that p e D. Since G is a 
development of E 2 there is a natural number N such that every domain 
of GN that contains p lies in D. If there is a b' e B' such that b' e GN 
then B' is a base at p. If no element of B' is contained in GN then there 
is an m > N such that G' contains an element b I e B I such that p e b 1 , 
m 
since B' is infinite and for each n only a fiiiite number of elements of 
I 
Gn contain p. Since Gm refines GN we have b' is contained in an 
element of GN. Hence b' is contair;ied in D and B I is a base at p. Thus 
by definition B is a uniform base. 
Example 2. 44: A Moore space that does not have a uniform 
base. 
Let S denote the points of the plane on or above the x-axis. 
Define a base B for S as foUows: ( 1) If a circle lies entirely above 
the x-axis, its interior is a bas is element; and (2) if a circle is tangent 
to the x-axis (from above) then its interior plus the point of tangency 
is a basis element. For example, 
2 2 C = {(x,y)jx + (y - 1/2) < l} U {(0,0)} 
is a basis element. A development G = { G } is defined as follows: 
n 
g e G if and only if g e B and the diameter of g is less than or equal 
n 
to 1 /n. By 1;1s ing a geometric argument one sees that G = { Gn} 
satisfies Definition 2. 33. Hence S is a Moore space. 
Suppose that S has a uniform base B 1 and consider the set 
X = { (x, y) IO < x < 1 and y = O} on the x-axis. There is an open 
covering H of X by elements of B such that no point of X is contained 
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in more than one element of H. Since B 1 is a base there is an open 
covering H 1 of X by elements of B 1 such that H 1 refines H. Hence 
since B is a base there is an open covering H 2 of X by elements of B 
such that H 2 refines H 1. For each x e X let b denote the element of X 
H 2 that contains x. Since X is an uncountable set, there must exist an 
uncountable number of elements of H 2 with diameter greater than 1 /n 
for some n. Denote this collection by C. Now for each element b of 
X 
C replace b by an element with diameter equal to 1 /n. Denote this 
X 
new collection by D. Since D is uncountable and the centers of the 
associated circles lie on the line y = 1 /2n we have that the set of 
centers has a limit point p. Let bp denote the element of H 1 that 
contains p. Then since H 2 refines H 1 there is an infinite collection 
of elements of H 1 that contain p. But:· since no element of H contains 
more than one point of X we have that no element of H 1 contains more 
than one point of X. Thus there is an infinite collection of elements 
of H 1 such that no element lies in bp. Therefore B 1 is not a uniform 
base. 
Since Example 2. 44 is a Moore space S which <foes not have a 
uniform base the following theorem then: implies that S is not pointwise 
paracompact. 
Theorem 2. 45: Let S be a regular topological space. The 
topological space S has a uniform base if and only if S is a pointwise 
paracompact Moore space. 
Proof: Let G = {G } be a development for S. Now if S is 
n 
assumed to be pointwise paracompact, then for each natural number 
n, G has a refinement G I which covers S such that no point of S lies 
n n 
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in infinitely many elements of G 1 • 
n 
00 I 
Let B = U G and suppose B I is 
n=l n 
an infinite subcollection of B such th~t each element of B I contains p, 
where p e S. Now if D is any domain such that p e D then there is a 
natural number N such that every domain of GN containing p lies in D. 
Since G~ is a refinement of GN we know there are only a finite number 
of elements of G~ containing p. If no element of GN is an element of 
B I then since B I is an infinite subcollection of B there is an m > n such 
that G I contains a domain such that g e B I and p e g. Since G refines 
m m 
GN we have g is contained in some element of GN. Hence g is contained 
in D since every element of GN which contains plies in D. Thus B' is 
00 I 
a base at the point p which implies that B = U G is a uniform base. 
n=l n 
Conversely, suppose that the regular topological space has a 
uniform base B. Let B = {b 1 , b 2 , ... , ba, ... } be a well-ordering of B. 
The cover G 1 is defined as follows: (1) Let b 1 e G 1 , (2) each subse-
quent element of G 1 is the first element of B to contain a point not in 
any preceding element of G 1 . Let p be an element of S. Since B is a 
basis of S, there is an element of B which contains p. Let b be the 
first element of B to contain p. By construction of G 1 we have that 
b e G 1. Hence G 1 covers S. 
Now define G 2 as follows: Let B 1 be the subcollec tion of B 
remaining afte l" removing from B all of the nondegenerate elements of 
G 1 . The collection B 1 :/- (/J because eHher b 1 is degenerate or b 1 is not 
degenerate. If b 1 is degenerate then b 1 e B 1 which implies B 1 :/- (/J. If 
b 1 is not degenerate then there is ab e B such that b is properly a a 
contained in b 1. Thus we have ba e B 1 and B 1 -:/. (/J. Let the first 
element of G2 be the first term of B 1 (in the well-ordering of B) and 
each subsequent element of G 2 is the first element of B 1 (in the well-
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ordering of B) to contain a point not in any preceding element of c 2 . 
Let p e S, if'{p} is an element of B then {p} e B 1. If bis the first non-
degenerate element of B which contains p then there is a b , b follows 
a a 
b, p e ba, such that ba is properly contained in b. Thus ba e B 1 and 
hence B 1 covers S. Therefore since B 1 covers S we have that G2 
covers S by construction. This process may be continued to define a 
sequence G = {G } of open covers of S. Note, be certain not to delete 
n 
the degenerate elements of Gi in Bi-l in producing Bi. Now if g e Gn+l 
then g e Bn by definition of Gn+ 1 . Hence g e B 1 since B is a sub-n- n 
collection of Bn-l · By construction either g e Gn or g C g 1 , where 
Hence G + 1 refines G . · n n 
Let p e D and D any domain. Suppose for every natural number 
n there is an element g of G such that p E g and g (j_ D. By con-
n n n n 
struction the gn's a:re distinct sets. Thus {gn} is an infinite collection 
of elements of B such that p e g for each n and { g } is not a base of p. 
n n 
This contradicts the definition of B; thus there is a natural number n 
such that every domain of G containing p lies in D. Hence { G } is a 
n n 
development of S. Now by definition S is a developable space, One 
I 00 
quickly sees that since S is a regular topological space that G = U Gk 
n k=n 
satisfies the conditions (1), (2), and (3); hence Sis a Moore space. 
Let H be an open covering of S. Since B is a basis there is a 
subcollection B 1 of B which refines H and covers S. Let 
B 1 = {b 1, b 2 , ... , ba, ... } be a well-ordering of B
1
. An open refine""' 
ment B 2 of B 1 is defined as follows: ( 1) b 1 e B 
2
, (2) each subsequent 
element of B 2 is the first element of B 1 to contain a point not in any 
preceding element of B 2 Let p e Sand let hbe the first element of 
B 2 containing p, Suppose the collection, B 3 , of all elements of B 2 
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which contains p is infinite. Then B 3 - {b} is an infinite collection 
which is not a base at p since no element of B 3 - {b} is contained in b. 
Hence the collection of all elements of B 2 which contains p does not 
form a base for p. Therefore by definition of uniform base the collec -
tion of all elements of B 2 which contain p is finite. Therefore by 
definition, S is a pointwis e paracompact topological space. 
Pointwise Paracompact and Screenable Moore Spaces 
This chapter will be conch.1ded with a relationship that holds in 
Moore spaces, but which doe :s not hold in general. That is, if a Moore 
space is screenable then it is pointwise paracompact. The converse is 
shown to be false by c;1. counterexample. In connection with these 
concepts there are sever al unanswered questions. Is every normal 
Moore space screenable? Is every normal Moore space pointwise 
paracompact? The answer to these questions would provide an answer 
to whether every normal Moore space is metrizable. Also in this 
connection is the following question: Is every normal Moore space 
collectionwise normal? The answer to these questions would give a 
solution, as shown by theorems of Chapter III. These questions give 
one an indirect method of attacking the question of whether a normal 
Moore space is metrizable. 
Before attacking the theorem that every screenable Moore 
space is pointwise paracompact, let us recall that a set is a G 0 set if 
and only if it is the intersection of at most countably many domains, 
Dugundj i [ 7 ]. 
Theorem 2. 46: Let S be a topological space in which every 
dosed set is a G O set, If S is a sere enable topological space then S 
44 
is a pointwise paraco:1;npac t topological space. 
Proof: Let H be an OJ?en covering of S. Since S is screenable, 
there is a sequence K = {K.} such that K. is a collection of mutually 
1 1 
exclusive domains, l} K. covers S, and L) K. refines H. For each i, 
i= 1 1 i:::: 1 1 
let M.= S - K.:o:<. Also let R. = {R .. } be a decreasing sequence of domains 
l 1 1 lJ 
00 
such that M. = n R... Let 
1 j = 1 1J 
i-1 
G 1 = { g I g = [ n R .. J n k, j = 1 J 1 k e K., i= 2, 3, ... } . 1 
Now consider the collection G 1 U K 1 = G. 
Let p e S and i the smallest natural number such that p e k for 
somekeK .. Noweitheri=lori>l. Ifi>l,then 
1 
p ,/. [t/ Kl ,:< 
j = 1 jj 
Thus 
i-1 i-1 
Pe n M. c n R ... 
j=l J j::"1 Jl 
Hence 
.. 
[
i..,. l J pe nR .. nk, 
j= 1 J l 
for some k E Ki' which implies p e g e G 1. If i = l, then there exists 
k e K. such that p e k e G. In either case, p is cont,;tined in an element 
1 
of G. Therefore G is an open covering of S. By definition of G 1 and K 
we have that G refines H. 
Let p e S and i the smallest natural number such that p e k, for 
some k e Ki. There is a natural number N such that for j ::::_ N we have 
p ,/. R .. , for otherwise p e M., a contradiction. Hence for j > N and for 
~ 1 . 
any k e K., 
J 
because 
p ' 
[
j-1 J pi n Rn. , 
n=l J 
Since p belongs to at most one element of each of the collections 
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K 1, K 2 , ... , KN' p belongs to at most N elements of G. Thus G is an 
open covering of S such that G refines H and no point of S lies in infin-
itely many elements of G. Thus by def~nition, S is a pointwise para-
compact topological space. 
Theorem 2. 4 7: Let S be a developable topological spi;i.ce. 
Every closed point set M of S is a G 0 set. 
Proof: Let G = {G } be a development of S. For each n, let 
n 
H ={gjgeG, gr1M:/0}. 
n n 
00 
Suppose there is a point p e S such that p E n H * and p i M. Now 
n=l n 
p i M and Ma closed set implies there is a domain D such that p E D 
and D r1 M = 0. Since G is a development of S there is a natural 
number N such that every domain of GN that contains p lies in D. 
Thus every domain of GN that contains p does not contain any points 
00 
of M. Since p E n H;:, there is a domain h E HN which contains p. 
n:;: 1 
Hence be definition of HN' h n M :/ 0, which is a contradiction. 
Thus M = n H~' which implies M is a G 0 set. n=1 
Hence by Theorems 2. 44 and 2. 45 we have the following 
corollary. 
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Corollary 2, 48: Every screenable Moore space is pointwise 
paracompact. 
The conve:i;s e of Corollary 2. 48 is false and will be shown with 
the aid of the following definition and example. 
Definition 2. 49: A topological space S is said to be a semi-
metric topological space provided there is a distance function d defined 
for S such that ( 1) d(x, y) :::_ 0 for each x, y E S, (2) d(x, y) = d(y, x) for 
each x, ye S, (3) d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y and (4) the topology of 
S is invariant with respect to the distc1-nce function d. 
Example 2. 50: A regulc1-r, connected, locally connected, 
separable developable space which is not metrizaple, but is semi-
metrizable. 
Let X denote the x-axis of E 2 . Suppose p and q are distinct 
points of S. Define D on S as follows: ( 1) If p, q i X then D(p, q) = d(p, q) 
where d is the usual metric for E 2 ; (2) If p e X then D(p, q) = d(p, q) + a 
where a is countercloc:kwise radian measure between a line L 1 contain-
ing { p} U { q} and a vertical line L 2 containing p such that O <a< rr/2 
(see Figure l); (3) If D(q, p) is not defined above, then let D(q,p)=D(p,q); 
and (4) If p e X then D(p, p} = 0. 
Clearly, D satisfies parts 1, 2, c1-nd 3 of the definition of a semi-
metric. Consider the topological space S whose topology is induced by 
the semi-metric D, Denote 
U (p} = {q e S!D(p,q} < r, and r > O}, 
r 
(See Figure 2 for an o:pen set on X). 
Figure 1. The Angle a 
, ,, (O,I) 
( \ 
' ' \ I 
, ' o o) 
Figure 2. The set U 1 (0, 0) 
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X 
X 
With the topology, the topological space S becomes a regular, 
connected, locally connected, separable semi-metric topological 
space. Also the definition of U l /n (p) implies that S is developable. 
Let I = { (x, 0) Ix is an irrational nu:rnber}, then Theorem 2, 41 implies 
that S is not normal, Hence S is not a metrizable topological space. 
Now suppose that S is screenable. If S is screenable then Theorem 
2. 39 implies that S is second countable. Thus S is metrizable by 
Urysohn 1s Metrization theorem which is a contradiction. Therefore 
48 
S is not a screenable topological space, 
For more information on semi-metrizable spaces see McAuley 
[21] and Wilson [34 ]. 
Example 2. 51: A pointwis e paracompact Moore space with a 
uniform base which is not screenable, not normal, and not metrizable. 
The space S consists of all points on or above the x-axis 
(denoted by X) with a basis G defined as follows: ( 1) for p above X, 
{p} E G and (2) for each x E X and each natural number n, 
{ (t, y) : t = x + y or t = x - y, 0 < y < 1 /n} E G 
(every 11 V 11 with vertex on X, sides of slope 1 or -1, height 1/n). 
Clearly, S with the topology generated by G is a topological space (by 
use of ordinary Euclidean distance). 
Now suppose Sis a scrt;enable to"i:iological space. By definition 
of G, there is a covering Hof S by basis elements, each of diameter 
less than l /n (using Euclidean distance). and such that no point of X 
belongs to two elements of H. Since S is a screenable topological space 
there is a.sequence K = { G } such that G is a collection of mutually 
n n 
co co 
exclusive domains, U G refines H, and U G covers S. Hence 
n= 1 n n= l n 
there is a subsequence K 1 = {Gn.} of K such that Gn. is a collection of 1 1 
00 co 
mutually exclusive domains, V Gn. refines H, and :u Gn· covers X 
1= l 1 1= 1 1 
co co (x.:.axis ). Since .U Gn. refines H, we have ( 1) no element of V Gn. 
1= 1 1 1= l 1 
co 
c.ontains more than one point of X and (2) each element of U G is a 
i= l ni 
basis element of diameter less than l /n. 
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For each g e Gn , where {x} = g n X, let diameter X • · X 
. ··.::,\.: l 
-f-g. ) = l /N . Referring to Example 2. 50, let us associate with g the 
X X X 
domain U 1 /N (x), That is, there is c;1. collec;tion 
X 
such that the elements of Hn. and Gn. are in a one to one correspon-
1 ):. 
dence, For each g , diameter (g ) = 1 /N , consider the triangle 
X X X 
denoted by L:i.g., formed in the plane by g and the line y = 1 /2N (see 
X X X 
Figure 3 ). 
I 
(x-.LN o) 
' l 'I., 
Figure 3. 
( "', o) 
The Triangle g 
X 
X 
Nowconsider[L:i.g UinteriorL:i.g ]=4g. Letg andg be 
X X ·:x;: X y 
two elements of Gn and cpnsider 4 g and 4 g . By use of a distance 
i X y 
argument, one sees that 4 g n 4 g = 0 since elements of G are 
X y ni 
mutually exclusive. The definition of U 1 /N (x) implies that if q -:/. x, X 
q e S, and the angle between a line containing { q} U {x} and a vertical 
line containing x is greater than TT/4, then q i U 1 /N (x). Thus if 
X 
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U 1 /N (x) is constructed at x in the space S then the portion of U 1 /N (x) X X 
lying above the x-axis lies in _. g . 
X 
Therefore if Gn. is a collection of 
1 
mutually exclusive domains in S, then the c1,ssociated collection H of n. 
1 
Example 2. 50 is a collection of mutually exclusive do;mains in the space 
of Example 2. 50. Hence there is a sequence K 2 = {Hn.} in the space of 1 
Example 2. 50 such that Hn. is a collection of mutually exclusive 
(X) 1 co 
domains. Since U Gn covers X we have U Hn covers X. Also no 
i=l i i=l i 
co 
element of U Hn contains more than one point of X since no element 
i= 1 i (X) 
of U G contains more than one point of X. Since the set of points 
i= 1 ni 
on the x-:axis is uncountable, there is a natural number n. such that 
J 
Hn. contains an uncountable number of domains. 
J 
Thus Hn. is an 
J 
uncountable collection of mutually exclusive domains. This is a con-
tradiction, since the space of Example 2. 50 is separable. Therefore, 
the topological space S is not screenable. 
For each natural number n, let F be the collection of all bas is 
n 
elements of diameter 1 /n, or O (using 9rq.inary Euclidean distance). 
00 
Let B = U F and B I any infinite subcollection of B containing a 
n=l n 
point x e X. The definition of G and the fact that B I is an infinite 
colleC:tion implies that B 1 is a base at x, Hence, one sees that 
co 
B = U F is a uniform base of S. Now let 
n=l n 
D = { (x, y) t = x + y or t = x - y, 0 .:::_ y .:::_ 1 /n}, 
n fixed, be any basis element containing a point x e X. By definition of 
G there is a natural number m > n such that 
D 1 = { (x, y) : t = x + y or t = x - y, 0 < y < 1 /m} 
is contained in D. For each y e S, y I D 1, there is a domain Dy such 
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that y e D · and D n n 1 = (/) (use ordinary Euclidean distance to con-y y 
struct such a domain). Thus D 1 is a domain such that f\ C D. Noting 
that the plane above the x-axis is a regular topological space, we have 
that S is a regular topological space. Herice Theorem 2. 45 implies 
that S is a pointwise paracompact Moore space. 
Now assume S is a normal topological space. The definition of 
G implies that the set I of all irrational numbers on the x-axis and the 
set K of all rational numbers on the x-axis are closed sets. Also the 
sets I and K are disjoint sets. Since S is normal there is a cover Q of 
* I by bas is elements such that Q n K ::: (/) and for each x e I, there is a 
unique q e Q such that x e CJ.. Define F : R ..... R as follows: ( 1) if x e K, 
then f(x) = O; (2) if x e I, then f(x) = diameter of the element of Q con-
taining x. Let x e I and suppose the diameter of the element of Q 
containing x is l /n. Since each neighborhood N O (x), for each 6 > 0, 
contains a rational number r, we have jf(r) - f(x) I ::: 1/n. Thus if e is 
a positive real number such that O < E < l /n we have jf(r) - f(x) I > e. 
Therefore f is not continuous at each irrational number. 
Let X e K and e any positive real number. Now a* n K ::: (/) and 
the definition of the base imply that there is a bas is element b and a 
natural number N such that x e b, b n Q* = (/), l /N < e, and the 
diameter of b is l /N. For each 
y e (x - 2~ , x) U {x, x + 2~ ), y e I, 
there is an element q of Q such that q n b = (/) and y e q. Since 
q n b = (/), a geometric argument shows that the diameter of q is less 
than 1/ZN (see Figure 4). Hence for each 
1 1 
Y e (x - 2N' x + ZN ), 
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we have 
I f(y) - f(x) I = I f(y) l < 2k < e. 
Thus the function f is continuous at every rational number x e K. 
This is a contradiction since there does not exist a function. which is 
continuous at each rational point and discontinuous at each irrational 
point (Gelbaum and Olmsted [10]). Therefore S is not normal. Since 
S is not normal, S is not a metrizable topological space. 
Figure 4. An, :Example of a Set q 
CHAPT;ER. III 
ME TRIZA TION 
Introduction 
The goal of Chapter III is to give a development of the theory of 
metrizability in Moore spaces. The development will follow a some-
what historical account of the metrizability of Moore spaces. However, 
since some of the later results are closely related to eal,"lier results, 
order will not be strictly chronological. 
The second section of this chapter will define a metric space 
and include a discussion of attempts to generalize a metric space. The 
proof of Alexandro££ and Urysohn's metrization theorem will be given 
in detail. Also, theorems which are similar or whose proofs are 
based on Alexandro££ and Urysohn 1s theorem will be indluded in this 
section. 
Section three of this chapter includes the proof of F. B. Jones 1 
theorem on the metrization of regular developable spaces. Also in 
this section is Urysohn's theorem which is stated, but not proved. 
The fourth section is devoted to the proof of R. H. Bing's 
metrization theorem for regular topo\ogical spac;:es. After proving 
this, the result is applied to Moore spaces to obtain a series of char-
acterizations of metrizability of Moore spaces. The last section of 
this chapter summarizes the results obtaineq. within the past fifteen 
years. These results include generalizations of properties of Moore 
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spaces to properties of boundaries of domains in Moore spaces. Then, 
using these properties of boundaries of domains in Moore spaces, a 
series of metrization theorems are prov~d. 
Theorem of Alexandro££ and Urysohn and Related Results 
Before proving the main result of this section let us first define 
a metric space. 
Definition 3. 1: A topological space S is a metric space if and 
only if there is a non-negative real valued function D defined on S such 
that the following hold for a, b, and c in S: 
I 
Condition 1: D(a, b) = 0 if and only if a= b 
Condition 2: D(a, b) = D(b, a) 
Condition 3: D(a, c) < D(a, b) + D(b, c) 
Condition 4;: The function D preserves limit points, that is, p 
is a limit point of M a subset of S if and only if D(p, M) = 0. 
In attempts to generalize metric spaces, condition 3 is often 
replaced by a condition more generalized than condition 3. The follow~ 
ing are conditions which often replace condition 3. 
Condition 5: If D(a, b) < e and D(c, b) < e then D(a, c) < 2e. 
Condition 6: For every e > 0 there exists a number 0(e) > 0 
such that if D(a, b) < 0(e) and D(c 1 b) < 0(e) then D(a, c) < E. This con-
dition is called uniform regularity. 
Condition 7: Given a point a and a number e > 0 there exists a 
number 0 (a, e) > 0 such that if D(a, b) < 0(a, e) and D(c, b) < 0(a, i;) then 
D(a, c) < e. This condition is referred to as Niemytski 1s local axiom 
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of the triangle. 
Condition 8: If D(a, a ) .... 0 and D(b , a ) -+ 0 then D(a, b ) -+ 0. 
n n n n 
Condition 9: For each point a and each positive number k, 
there is a positive number r such that if bis a point for which 
D(a, b) > k and c .is any point, then D(a, c) + D(b, c) :::_ r. 
In this section it will be shown that if a topological space S has 
defined upon it a non-negative real valued function D satisfying condi-
tions 1, 2, 4, and 5 then S is a metric space. Frink [9) has shown 
that if a topological space S has a non-negative real valued function D 
defined upon it satisfying conditions 1, 2, 4, and 6, then S is a metric 
space. Niemytski [24) showed that a similar result is true if condition 
3 is replaced with either condition 7 or 8. Also W. A. Wilson [34) 
showed a similar result for condition 9. Hence a topological space S 
is metric if there exists a non-negative real valued function D defined 
on S sa;,tisfying conditions 1, 2, 4, and any one of the conditions 3, 5, 
6, 7, 8, or 9. 
Alexandro££ and Urysohn 1s metrizability theorem will now 
follow the proof (Lemma 3. 2 and Lemma 3.. 3) that a topological space 
S is a metric space if there exists a non-negative real valued function 
D satisfying conditions 1, 2, 4, and 5. 
Lemma 3, 2: If a, x 1 , x 2 , ... , xn, b are points of a topological 
space S and d is a non-negative real valued function satisfying condi-
tions 1, 2, and 5, then 
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Proof: Suppose the contrary that the lemma is false. Then 
there is a natural number n and a set { a, x 1 , ... , xn, b} such that ( 1) is 
false. Let N be the smallest natural number such that 
(2) 
Hence by definition of N we have that ( 1) is satisfied for all n < N. 
Now suppose that N = 1. If ap.y pair of the points a, x 1 , and b 
are identical then clearly we have 
d(a, b) > 2d(a, x 1) + 2d(x1, b), 
which is a contradiction. Hence suppose that all three points a, x 1, 
and b are distinct and that 
d(a, b) > 2d(a, x 1) + 2d(x 1, b). 
There is a natural number N 1 such that 
N 1 [2d(a,x 1) + 2d(x 1, b)] > d(a, b). 
Hence, we have that 
d(a,x 1) + d(x 1,b) > d(a,b)/2N 1. 
Let e = d(a, b)/2N 1. Now since 
d(a, b) > 2d(a, x 1) + 2d(x 1 , b) 
we have that 
Thus we have d(a., x 1) /N 1 < e and d(x 1, b) /N 1 < e. Since d satisfies 
condition 5 we have 
d(a, b) < 2N 1 e = 2N 1 d(a, b)/2N 1 = d(a, b) 
This contradiction implies d(a, b),:;;: 2d(a, x 1 ) + 2d(x1 , b). Hence we 
must have N > 1 since (2) is not satisfied when N = 1. 
If a, band x e S then d(a, b) < 2d(a, x ) or d(a, b) < 2d(x , b). 
r - r ._,. r 
This Gan be shown by assuming the contrary and using the method of 
the previous paragraph to arrive at a contradiction, If r = 1 then 
d(a, b) < 2d(a, x ) does not hold because of (2). If r = N then 
- r 
d(a, b) < 2d(x , b) does not hold because of (2). Let k be the largest 
- r 
value of r for which d(a, b) < 2d(x , b). Then k < N and 
- r 
d(a, b) ~ 2d(xk' b) 
From the definition of k and the above we have 
d(a, b) < 2d(a, xk+l) . 
Since ( 1) holds for all n < N we have 
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(3) 
( 4) 
d(xk' b) ~ 2d(xk' xk+ 1) + 4d(xk+ 1, xk+2 ) + .. , + 2d(xN' b) ( 5) 
and 
( 6) 
Adding (5) and (6) we obtain 
d(a., xk+ 1 )+d(xk' b) ~ 2d(a, x 1 )+ ... +4d(xk- l' xk)+4d(xk' xl<+ 1 )+ ... +2d(xN' b ). 
( 7) 
By (3) and (4) we have a contradiction to (2), This contradiction 
implies that ( 1) holds for the points a, x 1, ... , xn' b1 for any natural 
number n. 
Lemma 3. 3: .Let S be a topological space such that there is a 
non-negative real valued function d satisfying conditions 1, 2, 4, and 5. 
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Then S is a metric space. 
Proof: Let a, b e S and define 
are not necessarily distinct from each other or from a and b. One 
quickly sees that D satisfies conditions 1, 2, and 3 of Definition 3. 1. 
Now Lemma 3. 2 implies d(a, b)/~ :::_ D(a, b). The definition of 
D implies D(a, b) ~ d(a, b). Hence the distance function D leads to the 
same definition of limit point as the old distance function d and is 
equivalent to it. Thus the space S is a metric space by Definition 3. 1. 
Theorem 3. 4: A topological space S is metrizable provided 
there exists a sequence G = {G.} such that 
1 
(a) for each i, Gi is a collection of domc;tins covering S, 
(b) if D is a domain and p e D, there is a natural number n 
such that every element of Gn containing p is contained in D, and 
(c) each pair of intersecting elements of G. 1 is a subset of 1+ 
some element of G .. 
1 
Proof: Let a, b e S and define d(a, b) as follows: (1) if no 
element of G , for each n, contains a and b then d(a, b) = 1, (2) if n is 
n 
the largest natural number such that a and b are both contained in an 
~n 
element of G then d(a, b) = 2 , and (3) d(a, b) = 0 if a= b. Note that 
n 
d is a non-negative real valued function. 
If a -:/. b there is a domain D such that a e D and b ,/ D. Thus 
there is a natural number n such that a e D and b ,/ D. Thus there is a 
natural number n such that every element of G that contains a lies in 
n 
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D. Hence no element of G contains a and b. 
n 
-n Therefore d(a, b) > 2 > 0. 
Hence a = b if and only if d(a, b) = 0. 
If a and bare i;;uch that d(a, b) = 1 then certainly d(b, a)= !. 
-n -n Now if d(a, b) = 2 then one sees that d(b, a) = 2 . Hence we have 
d(a, b) = d(b, a). 
Now suppose that a 1 b, c e S such that d(a, b) < e and d(c, b) < e 
where e < 1; for otherwise the result follows immediately, The only 
case for which it is not easily seen is when a, b, and care distinct 
points. Since d(a, b) < e, the re is a largest natural number N 1 such 
that a and b are both contained in an element of GN . Since d(c, b) < e, 
1 
there is a largest natural number N 2 such that c and b are both con-
tained in an element of GN
2
. Let N = min {N 1,N2} then N-1 is a 
natural number such that a and c are both contained in an element of 
GN _ 1. Hence the largest natural number k such that a and c are both 
in an element of Gk is certainly greater than or equal to N-1. Thus 
-k -N+l 
_9-(a, c) = 2 < 2 . Since 
we have that d(a, c) < 2e. 
Let M be a subset of S, x a limit point of M, and e a positive 
real number. There is a natural number N such that z-'N < e. Since 
GN covers S there is a domain g e GN such that x e g. Since xis a 
limit point th~re is an m e M, m -/:. x, such that m e g. Now if K is the 
largest natural number such that x and m are both contained in an 
element of GK then K ~ N since fx, rri} is a subset of g e GN. Hence 
-K -N d(x, m) = 2 .:::_ 2 < e. Thus d(x, M) is not bounded from O. 
Let x 1: S such that x is not a limit point of M. Then there is a 
domain D such that x e D and D n (M ... {x}) = 0. There is a natural 
number N such that every element of GN that contains x lies in D. 
Hence no element of GN contains x and a point of M. Therefore 
-N d(x, m) ~ 2 > 0 for every m e M. Thus we have that x is a limit 
point of M if and only if d(x, M) is not bounded from O. That is, d 
preserves limit points. Thus d satisfies conditions l, 2, 4 and 5. 
Hence by Lemma 3. 3 we have that S is a metric space. 
The method of proof of the above theorem is due to Frink [9 J. 
Since a Moore space satisfies the first two parts of the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3. 4 we have the following corollary. 
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Corollary 3. 5: A Moore space is metrizable if it satisfies the 
third condition of Theorem 3. 4. 
That not every Moore space satisfies the third condition of 
Theorem 3. 4 is seen by Example 2. 51. 
Following the proof of Alexandro££ and Urysohn' s theorem in 
1923, a result due to Chittenden [6 J was proved in 1927. Before stating 
this result let us consider the following con<;lition. 
Condition 10: There is a positive valued f of a positive variable 
such that, limit f( e) = 0, and such that for any three points p, q, and r 
E -+ 0 
of the space if d(p, r) .s_ e, and d(q, r) ,S_ e, then d(p, q) .s_ f(e) where dis 
a non negative real valued function. 
Chittenden [5] was able to prove that if a topological space S 
has a non-negative real valued function <;l defined upon it satisfying 
conditions 1, 2, 4 and 10 then S is a metric space. Since the proof of 
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this theorem is long, it will be omitted from this paper. Using the 
above mentioned result, Chittenden then was able to prove the following. 
Theorem 3. 6: A topological space S is metrizable provided 
there exists a sequence G = { G.} such that 
l 
( a) 
(b) 
( C) 
for each i, G. is a collection of domains covering S, 
l 
for each i, Gi+l is a subcollection of Gi, 
if D is a domain and p e D there is a natural number n such 
that every element of G containing p is contained in D, and 
t;l. 
(d) for any positive integer m there exists an integer n such 
that for any point p there is a g e G such that for every h e G that 
m n 
contains p we have h C g. 
Proof: Let G0 = {S} and then we have that m = 0, l, 2, ... 
Now from condition (d) th(:)re exists for each integer n an integer 
m = g(n), the greatest value of m for which n is the integer determined 
by condition (d). The function g(n) is unbounded. Suppose the contrary. 
Then there exists an integer m' such that g(n) < m' for all n. But 
there is an integer n' determined by m', contrary to the definition of 
g(n) as the greatest such integer. 
Now define d(p, q) = 1 /2m if m is the largest integer for which 
p, q e g where g e G . Also define d(p, p) = 0. By the definition of d 
m 
it follows that d(p, q) = d(q, p}. Now suppose p -; q then there is a 
domain D such that p e D and q r/. D. Therefore there is an integer 
n{p, D) such that if p e h, h e Gn(p, D) then h C D. Hence 
d(p, q) > 1/Zn{p, D) > 0. 
Thus d{p, q) = 0 if and only if p = q. 
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n Let n be any integer and p, q, r e S such that d(p, r) < 1 /2 c:1-nd 
d(q, r) < 1 /2n. If m = g(n) then m is the greatest value of m for which 
n is the integer determined by condition (d). This implies that p and 
q are elements of some element of G . Therefore d(p, q) < 1 /2m. If 
m 
n m 
e < 1/2 then set f(e) = 1/2 . Since g(n) =mis unbounded we have 
f(e)-+ 0 as e -+ 0 and if d(p, r) < e, d(q, r) ~ e then d(p, q) < f(e ). Hence 
d satisfies condition 10. 
Let p be a limit point of Ma subset of S and 1 /2n < e. Then 
there exists a g e G , m i p e g such that m, p e g. 
n 
Therefore 
k n d(p,q) = 1/2 < 1/2 < e. Hence d(p, M) = 0. Now suppose p is not a 
. I 
I 
limit point of M. Then there is a domain D such that p e D and 
D n M = (/). Thus there is an integer n(p, D) such that every element 
of Gn(p, D) that contains p lies in D. Therefore no element of Gn(p, D) 
contains a point of M and p. Therefore d(p, M) :c_ I /2n(p, D) > 0. 
Therefore p is a limit point of M if and only if d(p., M) = 0. Hence we 
have that S is a metric space. 
As one has seen, the above proof is a direct method of showing 
Theorem 3. 6. An alternate method would be to show the above 
theorem satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3. 4, This would be 
done by defining a new sequence G' :;: {Gi'} as follows: ( 1) let G{ = G 1, 
(2) let G~ = Gn
1 
where n 1 is the integer of condition (d) for the integer 
m = 1, and (3) G{ = Gni where ni is the integer of condition (d) for the 
integer m == n. 1 . Clearly conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3. 4 are 1~ 
satisfied by G' = {Gi'}. Now let g and h be elements of Gi+l such that 
g n hi (/). Then by definition of G~+l we have that g, he Gni+l · Since 
g (] hf (/) there is a point p e g (] h. Thus by condition (d) and the 
definition of G' we have that there is a g 1 e Gni such that g Uh C g 1. 
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But g 1 e Gi
1
, therefore we have g U h is a subset of an element of Gi1 • 
Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 3. 4 is satisfied and the space is 
metrizable. 
As another application of Theorem 3. 4 let us consider a result 
due to R. L. Moore [22). This result proved in 1932 will be shown to 
satisfy the hypothesis of Alexandro££ and Urysohn 1s theorem. However, 
a direct argument similar to either Theorem 3. 4 or Theorem 3. 6 
could also be used to prove this theorem. 
Theorem 3. 7: Let S be a topological space. 
sequence such that 
( a) for each n, G is an open covering of S, 
n 
LetG={G.}bea 
! 
(b) for each n, Gn+l is a subcollection of Gn' and 
( C) if D is a domain and x, y e D then there exists a natural 
number n such that if h, k e G such that h n k i 0 and x e h then 
n 
h Uk C (D - {y})U {x}. 
Then the topological space S is metrizable. 
'I f I Proof: LeJ G 1 = G 1. Define G 2 to be the collection of domains 
g E Gm' m > 1, such that if h E Gm and g n h i 0 then g u h is a 
subset of some domain of G{. Let p e S then since G{ covers S there 
is an element g of G{ such that g contains p. If g = {P} then since for 
each n there is an element h of G that contains p 1 there exists a n n 
natural number N such that if h, k e GN such that h n k i 0 and p e h 
then h U k C (g - {p})U {p}. Since p e hN c1-11d hNUhNc;},g:-.-r)U{'p} 
we have hN = {p}. Therefore hN C g and hN e G~. Thus G~ covers 
S. Now suppose g :/: {P} and let q i p e g. Since, for each n, Gn is an 
open covering of S there is an element h e G such that h contains p. 
· n n n 
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Therefore by hypothesis there is an integer m, m > 1, such that if 
h n k-:/:0, andk eG thenh U kC (g~{q})U{p}. Thus 
m m m 
I h G 1 hm e G 2 and we have t at 2 covers S. Hence in either case the 
collection G~ covers S. 
Let h, k e G~ such that h ll k -:/: (/). Now h e G~ implies h e Gm, 
m > 1, such that if g e G and hr') g f:. (/) then h U g is a subset of 
m 
some domain of G;. Also k e G~ implies k e Gr' r > 1, such that if 
g e Gr and k () g -:/: 0 then k U g is a subset of some domain of G{. 
Without loss of generality assume that m < r. Then since G is a sub-
r 
collection of G we have that k e G Since h n k -:/: 0 we have that 
m m 
hU k is contained in an element of G{. 
Now define G~ to be the collection of domains g e G , m > 2, 
m 
such that if h e Gm and g () h-:/: 0 then g U his a subset of some 
domain of G~. By using an argument similar to the one above we have 
that G; covers s and if h, k e G; such that h n k -1: 0 then h U k is con -
tained in an element of G~. Continuing our process we have that there 
exists a sequence G' = {G~} such that (1) G 1
1 
= G 1, (2) for each i, 
Gi+l is the collection of all domains g such that for some m > i, g e Gm 
and if h e G such that h n g -:/: 0 then h U g is contained in an element 
m 
of G~, (3) for each i, Gi' cover:;; S, and (4) tf g, he G~+l such that 
h n g i- 0 then g U h is contained in an element of G! . 
1 
Let D be any domain and p e D. Then by hypothesis there is an 
n such that if p e g e G then g C (D - {x}) U {xJ. Hence every domain 
n 
of G containing p lies in D. 
n 
Consider the collection G '. 
. n 
I 
Let h e G 
n 
such that h contains p. Now h e G I implies h e G I m > n, Since G n m m 
is a subcollection of G we have that g e G . Hence g C D and there-
n n 
fore G' is a development for S. Therefore by Theorem 3. 4 the 
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topological space S is metrizable. 
Interrupting our historical development for the moment let us 
prove the following corollaries to Theorem 3. 7. Jones [19], in 1966, 
proved the following results and referred to them as the weak form and 
the strong form, respectively, of Theorem~. 7. 
Corollary 3. 8: Let S be a tc;ipological space and G = { G) a 
sequence such that 
(a) 
(b) 
for each i, G. is an open covering of S, 
1 
for each i, Gi+l is a subcollection of Gi, and 
(c) if H is a closed set and p E S - H then there is an integer n 
such that star (p) n, star (H) =· (ll, where the star is taken with respect 
to G . 
n 
Then the space S is metrizable. 
Proof: Let D be any domain and x, ye D. The set {y} is a 
closed set, hence S - { y} is a domain that contains x. Thus there is an 
integer N 1 such that star (x) n star (y) = (lJ with respect to the covering 
GN . Since Dis a domain we have that S - D is a closed set. Also we 
1 
have x e D = S - (S - D). Therefore then~ exists an integer N 2 such 
that star (x) n star (S - D) = (ll, with respect to the covering GNz· 
Letting N = max {N l' N 2} we have star (x;) fl star (y) = (lJ and 
star (x) n star (S - D) = (lJ with :respect to the covering GN. Now if 
h, k E GN such that x; E hand h n k i- Ql then h u kC (D - {y}) u {x} 
since star (x) fl star (y) = (lJ and star (x) fl star (S - D) = (ll, Hence by 
Theorem 3. 7 the space S is metrizable. 
Corollary 3. 9: Let S be a regular topological space and G = { G) 
a sequence such that 
(a) for each i, G. is an open covering of S 
1 
(b) for each i, Gi+l is a subcollection of Gi 1 and 
(c) if H, Kare closed disjoint subsets of S, one of which is 
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compact, then there exists an integer n such that star (H) (") K = 0 and 
H it star (K) = 0. 
Then the i,;pace S is metrizable. 
Proof: Suppose S is not metrizable then for each n there is a 
closed set Hand a point p E S - H such that star (p) n star (H) -:/. 0 by 
the previous corollary. For each n let p denot~ a point in the inter-
n 
section of star (p) 1t star (H). Let K = { p.} and consider the set R. 
1 
Since {p} is a closed and compact set the sequence {p.} converges top. 
1 
Hence Hand R - Hare disjoint closed sets and R - His compact. 
Thus there exists an integer n such that star (H) n R - H = 0 and 
H n star (K - H) = 0. But for some N we have p. E R - H for i > N. 
1 
Now without loss of generality assume N ~ n and consider pN. Now 
PN E R - H and PN E star (p) n star (H) implies PN E (K - H) n star (H). 
This contradiction impLies that S is metrizable. 
Continuing our development we have in 1940 a result due to 
C. W. Vickery [33]. As in previous results one should notice the 
application of Alexandro££ and Urysohn's theorem in the proof of this 
theorem. 
Theorem 3. 10: Let S be a topological space such that 
(a) there exists a sequence G = {G) such that for eac;h n, Gn 
is an open covering of S, 
(b) if D is a domain and a and b are points of D then there 
exists a natural number n such that if g E G and a e g then g is a 
n 
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subset of (D - {b}) U {a}, and 
(c) if G is an open covering of S then there exists an open cover-
ing H of S such that if h, k e H and h n k i- 0 the~ h U k is a subset of 
an element of G. 
Then the topological space S is metrizable. 
Proof: Let us define a new sequence G' = { G) as follows: 
(1) c; = Gl, (2) g e G~ if and only if g = gl n g2 where gl e c; and 
g2 E G21 and (3) g E G'. if and only if g = g. n g. 1 where g. 1 E G. 1 1 
1 1 1- 1- 1-
II 
and g. e G.. Now define G 11 = {G.} by letting 
1 1 1 
00 
II u G.'. G. = 1 j=i J 
By construction G II is an open covering of S, for each n, By definition 
n 
of G 11 we have for each n that Gn+l is a subcollection of Gn11 Now let 
D be a domain and a, b e D. Then by condition (b) there is a natural 
number n such that if g e G and a e g then g C (D - {b}) U {a}. Now 
n 
II II 
consider G and let g e G such that a e g. By construction of G 1 we 
n n 
have that g is contained in an element of G . Hence g is a subs et of 
n 
(D - {b}) U {a}. Hence by definition S is a Moore space. 
Since S is a Moore space, to simplify notation let G = {G.} be 
1 
the sequence of the definition of a Moore space, Now define c; = G 1. 
Let H2 be as in condition (b) for the open covering G 2 , and define 
G~ = {g / g e G 2 , g C h for some h e H 2}. Let g 1 and g 2 be elements 
I 
of G 2 and suppose that g 1 n g 2 i- 0. Then g 1 C h 1 and g2 C h 2 for 
some h 1, h 2 E H 2 . Since g 1 fl g 2 -/:. 0 we have that h 1 fl h 2 -/:. 0, thus 
h 1 U h 2 is a subset of an element of G 2 . Therefore g 1 U g 2 is a 
subset of an element of G 2 . But G 2 is a subcollection of G 1 thus 
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g 1 U g 2 is a subs et of an element of G{. Also note that G~ is an open 
covering of S and that G~ is a subcollection of G{. Now let G~' denote 
the collection {g lg e G 3 , g C g2 for some g 2 e G~}. Then G~' is an 
open covering of S. Now let H3 be as in part (b) fol;' the open covering 
G~ 1 • Let G~ = {g/g e G~', g Ch for some he H 3 }. l-,et g 1 and g2 be 
elements of G~ such that g l fl g 2 f. (/J. 
g 1 C h 1 , g 2 C h 2 for some h 1,h2 e H 3 . 
. I Smee g 1, g 2 E G 3 , we have 
Hence h 1 fl h 2 I- (/J since 
gl n g2 I- (/J. Therefore hl U hzC g where g e G~'. But hl U hzC g 
implies by definition of G~' that h 1 U h 2 is contained in an element of 
I 
G 2 . Hence g 1 U g2 is contained in an element of G~. Also since S is 
a Moore space we have G~ is an open covering of Sand c; is a sub-
collection of G~ by the definition of G~'. Continuing our process we 
obtain a sequence G 1 = {G.'} such that G.' is an open covering of S, 
1 1 
G~+l is a subcollection of Gi' and if g 1 , g 2 .e Gi
1 
such that g 1 n g2 I- (/J 
then g 1 U g 2 is contained in an element of G{_ 1. Thus by Theorem 3.4 
the topological space S is metrizable. 
The next generalization of Theorem 3. 4 was proved in 194 7 by 
ijing [3] and is stated and proved below following a lemma which is 
similar to Lemma 3. 2 and is not proved. 
Definition 3. 11: A collection G of point sets is coherent pro-
vided that each proper subcollection G' of G contains an element which 
intersects an element of G - G'. 
Note that a collection G = {g} is a coherent collection. 
Lemma 3. 12: Suppose that r is a positive integer and H = {H) 
is a sequence such that H. is a collection of sets and each pair of points 
1 
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that can be covered by a coherent collection of r or fewer elements of 
Hi+l can be covered by an element of H 1. If p and q are two points 
whose sum cannot be covered by any element of Hs but which can be 
covered by a coherent collection of sets h 1 , h 2 , ... , hn belonging to 
Ha(l)'Ha(Z)' ... ,Ha(n)' respectively, then 
2(1/ra(l) t 1/ra(Z) + ... + 1/ra(n)) > 1/rs 
,Theorem 3. 13: A topological space S is metrizable provided 
there exists a sequence H = {H)._'such that 
( 8) 
(a) for each natural number i, l\ is a collection of sets cover-
ing the space S, 
(b) a point p is a limit point of the set M if and only if for each 
natural number n, some element of H contains p and intersects M - {p}, 
n 
and 
(c) each pair of points that is covered by the sum of a pair of 
intersecting elements of Hi+l can be covered by an elemr.nt of Hi. 
Proof: Let p and q be elements of S. Then define d(p, q) to be 
the minimum of 1 and the greatest lower bound of the collection of sums 
of the type 
112a(l) + l/Z a(2) + ... + 112a(n) 
where h 1, h 2 , ... , hn are the elements of a coherent collection of sets 
covering p U q and hi is ~n element of Hedi)" 
Let p, q, r e S. If U is a coherep.t collection of sets covering 
{ p, r}. Then we have that U U V is a coherent collection of sets 
covering { p, q}. Suppose d(p, q) = 1 and d(p, r) + d( r, q) < 1. Since 
d(p,.r) + d(r,q) < 1 we have d(p, r) <land d(r,q) < 1. Thus there exists 
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coherent collections U and V such that U is a c;oherent collection of 
sets covering {p. r} and Vis a coherent collection of sets covering 
{r,q}. Then we have that U U Vis a coherent collection of sets 
covering {p, q} which implies that d(p, q) .:::_ d(p, r) + d(r, q). This con-
tradiction implies that d(p, r) + d(r, q) ::::_ 1 and the triangle inequality is 
true. 
If Mis a set and x is not a limit point of M then there is an 
integer s such that no element of H contains x and a point of M. Then 
s 
Lemma 3.12 implies that if me M then d(x,m) > l/2s+l. Thus d(x,M) 
is bounded from 0. Now suppose x is a limit point of Mand e is a 
positive real number. There is a natural number n such that 1 /Zn < €. 
There is an element h of H containing p and a point of M, Then {h} 
n 
is a coherent collection containing {x, m}. Thus d(x, M) is less than 
n 1 /2 . Therefore d preserves limit points. 
One quickly sees that d(p, q) = d(q, p) for every p, q e S. Also 
we have that d(p, q) = O if and only if p = q. Hence S is a metric space. 
Theorem of F. B. Jon.es 
Following Alexandro££ and Urysohn metrization theorem in 
1923, Paul Urys ohn in 192 5 proved the following well known metriza-
tion theorem. 
Theorem 3. 14: A regular second countable topological space 
is metrizable. 
The proof of this theorem is omitted, but the interested reader 
will find the proof in Hall and Spencer [12), p. 122. The interested 
reader should also note the similarity between this proof and the proof 
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of Bing's metrization theorem of the next section. 
The above theorem will be applied in this section to give a 
result due to Jon,es [18] in 1937. This was one of the first successful 
attempts to give necessary conditions for a Moore space to be metriz-
able. However, in providing his theorem Jones questioned whether 
the hypothesis of the theorem was too strong. The resulting question 
of whether every normal Moore space is metrizable is stiU unanswered 
at this time. The proof of Jones I theorem will constitute the rest of 
this section. 
Lemma 3. 1?: I'f S,is a.separable, completely normal topological 
space then every subset of power c contains a limit point of itself. 
Proof: Suppose, on the contrary, that Mis a subset of power c 
and M does not contain a limit point of M. Since S is separable, let Z 
denote a countable subset of S such that Z = S. Let J be a proper subset 
of M, then by hypothesis J and (M - J) are two mutually separated point 
sets. Since S is completely normal there is a domain DJ such that 
J C DJ and DJn (M - J) = (/), 
Now let Land K be two proper subsets of M such that L f. K. 
If K Ci L then let y E (K - L). Define DK and DL as in paragraph one. 
If y E z then z n DK if. z n PL since y E DK and y E (M - L). If y is a 
limit point of Z, ye Z, then every domain containing y contains a paint 
z e Z .. Now ye (M ~ L) implies y i DL' hence there is a domain D such 
that y E D and D n DL = (/J since s is closed. Since the domain D n DK 
contains y a limit point of Z there is a z E Z su,ch that z e D n DK. 
Since D f1 DL = (/J, we have that z i DK and thus Z f1 DK /. Z f1 DL. 
Therefore, if Kand Lare two different proper subsets of M then 
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Z fl DK and Z fl DL are two different subsets of Z. If K j! L then a 
similar argument applies to give the same conclusion. 
Thus, there are at least as many subsets of Z afl there are 
proper subsets of M. However, since Mis of power c and Z is only 
countable, there are more than c proper subsets of M but at most c 
subsets of Z. This is a contradiction; hence 1 the set M contains a 
limit point of M. 
The above argument, with slight changes, establishes the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3. 16: If Sis a separable, completely normal topological 
911 910 
space and 2 > 2 , then every uncountable subset of S contains a 
limit point of its elf. 
Definition 3. 17: A topological space S is said to have the 
Lindelof property provided that if G is a collection of domains of S 
covering a point set K, then G contains a countable subcollection G 1 
which cove rs K. 
Lemma 3. 18: Let S be a developable topological space. If 
every uncountable subset M of S has a limit point, then S has the 
Lindelof property. 
Proof: Let G = { G } be a development of S. :;Let H be a collec -
n 
tion of domains covering a $ubset M CDf S. If Mis countable, then for 
each p e M, select one and only one h e H such that p e h . The p p 
collection H' = {h Ip e M} is a countable subcollection of H covering p 
M. If Mis uncountable, then let M = {p 1 , Pz, ... , pa' ... } denote a well-
ordering of M. For each pl3 e M there is an hpl3 e H such that pl3 e hpl3 
since H covers M. Since G = { GJ is a development of S there is a 
natural number N such that every domain of GN containing p~ lies in 
hp . Let k denote the smallest natural number such that there is a 
~ 
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p E Mand h E H such that every domain of Gk that contains p lies in h. 
Note that since G +l is a refinement of G that for all n > k there is a 
n n -
p E M and h E H such that every domain of G that contains p lies in h. 
n 
Define G' = {G~} as follows: G~ = Gn+k· Hence G' = { G~} is a develop-
ment of S. 
For each natural number n, let H denote a subcollection of H 
n 
obtained by the following method: let Pa denote the first element of M 
1 
such that some element h 1 of H contains every region of G~ that con-
tains Pa . Let p denote the first element (if any) of M, not contained 
1 az 
in h 1 , such that some element h 2 of H contains every region of G~ that 
contains p In general, if~ < a, and Pa and hr:>- are chosen, 
az ~ ~ 
Paa denote the first point (if any) of M not contained in ~~ah~ 
then let 
such 
that some element ha of H contains every region of G~ that contains 
paa· Then define Hn = {h 1, h 2 , ... •ha, ... }. 
From this construction, the set P = {p , p , ... , p , ... } has 
a1 a,2 aa 
no limit point since no region of G' contains more than one element of 
n 
P. For consider the possibility that some region g of G' contains Pa 
n ~ 
and pa ofP. Assume~<a, then by construction par/hp. Now 
a i) Q'~ 
g E G 1 , and Pa , Pa E g implies that g C hp Hence p E hp which 
n ~ a a~ a a a~ · 
is a contradiction. Therefore P is a countable collection of points 
since P has no limit point. Thus Hn = {h1, h 2 , ... } is a countable sub-
collection of H. 
00 
Letting H 1 = U H , then H 1 is a countable subcollection of H. 
h=l n 
Let p E Mand suppose p ,/. h for every h E H', and let p be the first 
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point of M with this property. Since H covers M there is an h e H 
such that p e h. Now G 1 = { G 1} is a devdopment of S, hen~e there is 
n 
I 
an integer N such that every domain of GN containing p lies in h. Since 
p i h for every h e B I implies that 
p ' 
we have by cons true tion p e h e HN. This is a contradiction, thus the 
c ollec;:tion H 1 covers M. Hence by definition the space S has the 
Lindelof property. 
Lemma 3. 19: Let S be a developable topological space. If 
every uncountable subs et of S has a limit point, then S is second 
countable. 
Proof: Let G = { G } be a development of S. For each n, 
n 
Lemma 3. 18 implies that the c:ollection Gn contains a countable sub-
collection G' which covers S. Since G= {G }is a basis for S, we have 
n n 
that G' = {G 1} is a countable baf:iis for S. Thus by definition S is 
n 
second countable. 
Lemma 3. 20: Let S be a developable topological space. If S 
is normal, then S is completely normal. 
Proof: Let G = {G } be a development for S, and Hand K be 
n 
two nonempty subsets of s such that H n K :;: r/J and H n R = r/J. Define 
H and K , for each n, as follows: 
n n 
H = { p Ip e H and if g e G , p e g then g n R = 0} 
n n 
and 
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K = { p Ip e R and if g e G , p e g then g n H = 0} 
n n 
and without loss of generality assume Hn and Kn are point sets. Let p 
be a limit point of H and g E G such that p e g. Thus the re is a 
n n 
q e H , q f. p, such that q e g. Now q e H and q e g implies gr\ K = f/J. 
n n 
Therefore, by definition of H , we have p e H . Hence H is a closed 
n n n 
set for every n. Similarly, K is a closed set for every n. 
n 
Since S is normal and H 1 and Kare closed sets such that 
HI n R = 0, there is a domain DH such that HI C DH and 
1 1 
DH (] K = 0. Also k 1 and (HU DH ) are closed sets such that 1 1 
Kl n (HU DH ) = 0 since Kl CK, Kn H = (/J, and Kn DH = 0; 
1 1 
thus there is a domain DK such that K; 1 C DK and n. 7 n (H~U~D-H-) = f/J. 1 1 -~ 1 1 
Now let DH be a domain such that Hz C Du and DH n (KO DK ) . 
2 .1,.1z z -1 
The c;1.bove process may be continued by finite induction. Now define 
00 
and = U DK, 
n=l n 
and note that DH and DK a re domains. Since 
00 00 
HC UH nc U DH 
n= 1 n= 1 n 
and 
00 00 
KC u D Cu DK' 
n=l n n=l n 
we have H C DH and K C DK. Suppose DH n DK f. (/J; then there is a 
point p such that p E DH and p n DK. If p e DH and p e DK then f E DH 
h 
p e DKm for some n and m. Without loss of generality, assu:rp_e m > n. 
If p e DH then by cans truction the domain DK is a do ma.in such that 
n m 
K C DK and 
m m 
n (HUD 0 
HI 
D H 
m 
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= r/J. 
Hence p i DK , which is a contradiction. Thus DH n DK = r/1, and S 
m 
is completely normal. 
'rheorem 3. 21: Let S be a separable normal devdopable 
w 91 
topological space. If2 :J > 2 0, then Sis second countable and 
metrizable. 
Proof: Lemma 3. 20 implies that S is completely normal. 
Lemma 3. 16 implies that every uncountable subset of S contains a 
limit point of itself. Thus by Lemma 3. 19 we have that S is second 
countable. Therefore by Urysohn 1s theorem, we have that S is metriz-
able. 
As we have seen in Example 2. 40 and the discussion following 
Example 2. 40 there does exist a separable Moore space that is not 
metrizable. For efforts to remove the hypothesis that 2!)11 > /b the 
reader can consult Heath [14) and [15). McAuley [21), and Traylor [29) 
and [30). However, to this date all efforts have failed. 
Bing's. Metrization Theorem and Related Results 
This section will present the results of Bing [4] in his major 
paper on metrization of topological spaces. First, we will prove 
Bing's metrization theorem (Theorem 3. 27) for a regular topological 
space, then apply this theorem to obtain a series of results which hold 
in Moore spaces. These results show that perfect screenability, 
strong s creenability, pa:r;acompactnes s, and fuil normality are necess -
ary and sufficient conditions for a Moore space to be metrizable. This 
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section will then be concluded with a generalization of Bing 1s metriza-
tion theorem (Theorem 3. 27). 
Lemma 3. 22: Every metric space is a developable topological 
space. 
Proof; Let S be a metric space with metric d. Define a devel-
opment, G = { G } , for S as follows: G is the collection of all spheres 
n n 
with radius less than 1 /n. Clearly Gn+l refines Gn. Now let p e S and 
D any domain such that p e D. Since S is a metric space there is a 
natural number n such that Ul/n(p) CD, where Ul/n(p) is the sphere 
of radius 1 /n about the poip.t p. Consider the collection G4 n and let 
u 114n(q) be any element of G 4n containing p. Let x e u 114n(q), then 
d(p, x) .:::_ d(p, q) + d(q, x) < 1 /4n + 1 /4n < 1 /n. 
Thus x e Ul/n(p) and u 114n(q)C Ul/n(p). Hence every domain of G4 n 
which contains p lies in D. Therefore the metric space S is a develop-
able topological space. 
Lemma 3. 23: For each open cove ring H of a developable topo -
logic;al space S, there is a sequence {X.} such that X. is a discrete 
1 1 
collection of closed sets which is a refinerp_ent of both Xi+ 1 and H while 
00 0 X. covers S. 
i= 1 1 
Proof: Let W be a well ordering of Hand let {G.} be a develop-
1 
ment of S. For each h e H, let us define x(h, i) as follows: p e x(h, i) 
ifandonlyif (l)peh, (2) there does not exist an h in W which pre-
a 
cedes h and contains p, and (3) for each g in G. which contains p we 
a 1 
have g contained in h. Noting that we may have some x(h, i) empty let 
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us define X. = {x(h, i) / h e H}. 
l . 
Since x(h, i) C h we have that X. is a refinement of H. If p e x(h,i) 
l 
then for each gin Gi such that p e g we have gC h. Now Gi+l being a 
refinement of Gi tells us every g in Gi+l such that p e g is contained in 
an element of Gi. Thus every gin Gi+l such that p e g is contained in 
h. Therefore, x(h, i)C x(h, i+l} and Xi is a refinement of Xi+l' Let 
p e S and h(p) the first element of W c;:ontaining p. Since {G.} is a 
l 
development of S there exists ~n integer n(p} such that every domain 
of Gn(p} which contains p is c;ontainecl in h(p). Thus p e x(h(p}, n(p}) and 
00 
U X. covers S. 
i= 1 1 
Let g be an element of G. and suppose g n x(h , i) -:/:. (/J, 
1 a 
g n x(~, i) -:/:. 0, and without loss of generality assume h~ precedes 
h in W. Now by definition of x(h, i) we know that if g n x(h, i) -:/:. </), 
a a 
then g is contained in h . Now let p e g n x(h, i); then p is contained 
a a 
in ha. Since g II x(h~, i) -:/:. </), we know that g is contained in h~, thus 
p is contained in h~. This is a contradiction since h was the first 
a 
element of W which contained p, Therefore no element of G. intersects 
l 
two elements of X .. 
l 
Let x(h, i) e X. and let p be a limit point of x(h, i). Suppose that 
l 
p ef x(h, i). Since G. is a covering of S there is a domain g e G. such 
l l 
that p E g. Since p is a limit point of x(h, i) we know that there is a 
q e g II x(h, i). But since q e x(h, i) we have by definition of x(h, i) that 
g C h which implies that p e x(h 1 i}, a contradiction. Hence p e x(h, i) 
and x(h, i) is a closed set. 
Let x(ha' i) and x(h~, i) be two elements of Xi. Since x(h , i) 
a,, 
and x(h~, i) are closed sets we have x(ha, i) = x(ha' i) and x(~, i)::: x(~, i). 
Now since no element of G. intersects two elements of X. we have that 
l l 
x(ha, i) n x(h!3, i) = (/). 
Let K. be any subcollection of X. and let 
1 1 
p ,/. u k = u k.:, 
keK. keK. 
1 · 1 
Since G. is a covering of S tl).ere is a g e G. such that p 1; g. If 
1 1 
g n ( u k) .; 0 
keK. 
1 
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then there is a point q e k for some k e K., such that q e g n k. The 
1 
definition of k then implies that g C k and hence 
p Ek C u k. 
keK. 
1 
This contradiction tells us that U k is a closed set. Hence the 
keK-1 
collection X. if? a discrete collection of closed sets. 
1 
Lemma 3. 24: Let S be a collectionwis e normal topological 
space and Han open covering of S. Let H. be a discrett:: collection of 
1 
closed sets; then the ;re exists a discrete collection of domains W. such 
1 
that W. coveri;; H.,:', W. is a refinement of Hand each element of W. 
1 1 1 ' 1 
contains just one element of H .. 
1 
Proof: Since S is a collectionwise normal topological space 
there is a colkction Y. of mutually exclusive domains such that Y. 
1 ' 1 
covers H,:: and each element of Y. intersects just one element of H .. 
1 1 1 
For each h e Hi consider the :,tar (h) with respect to Y1. The collec-
tion X. = {star (h) I h e H.} is a collection of mutually exclusive domains 
1 1 
such that X. covers H,~ and each element of X. contains just one element 
1 1 1 
of H.. Since each h e H. is contained in an element g e H and 
1 1 
hC star (h) e X. we have hC g n star (h) C g e H. The collection 
1 
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Z. = { g n star (h) / h e H. and g e H} is a collection of mutually exclus -
1 1 
ive domains such that Z. covers H~!~, Z. is a refinement of H, an,d each 
1 l 1 
element of Z. contains just one element of H.. Theorem 2. 11 implies 
1 1 
that S is normq.l since S is collectionwi$e normal. · The set A= U h 
heH, 
1 
is closed since H. is a discrete collection of closed sets. Since Z. 
l. 1 
is a collection of domains the set B = S - Uz z is a closed set, Since 
ze i 
A n B = 0 and S is normal, the re are domains DA and DB such that 
AC DA' BC DB' andDAnDB = 0, The setDAC z~Zi z since 
DA n B = (/J. Therefore DA n z, for each z e zi, is a domain contain-
ing an element of Hi. Thus there is a domain wh' for each h e Hi, 
such that hC whC whC DAn z. 
wh be two different elements of w. then wh n wh since 
2 1 l 2 
Let wh and 
1 
wh
1
C DAnz 1, wh2
C DAnz2 , and z 1 n z 2 = 0. Let Mi be a sub-
U U -
collection of W. and let p be a limit point of M rn. If p r/ me M· m 
1 me i 1 
and p e z for some z e Z., then there is a domain D such that p e D, 
1 
D C z, and D n w h = 0, where h C z. since DC z e z i' D n w h = 0 
for every wh e Wi. Therefore, there is a domain which contains p 
which does not contain any points of UM m. Hence p is not a limit 
. me i 
point of UM rn, a contradiction to the fact that p is a limit point of 
me . 
1 
UM m. Thus if p is a limit point of UM m. and p r/ UM m then 
me i me i me i 
p must be an element of B. Since rnC DA' for every me Mi, and 
rn II DB = (/J, for every m e Mi' the domain DB does not coµtain any 
points of UM m. Therefore, p is not a limit point of UM rn, a 
me i me i 
contradiction to the fac;t that p is a limit point of UM rn. Thus if p is 
me i 
a limit point :>f UM rn, then p e u m, Therefore w. is a discrete 
me i me Mi 1 
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collection of domains such that W. covers H >:~ W. is a refinement of H, 
l i ' l 
and each element of W. contains just one element of H .. 
l l 
Lemma 3. 25: Let S be a developable topological space, Then 
S is a strongly screenable space if and only if S is a perfectly scrE;?en-
able topological space. 
Proof: Let {G } be a development of the topological space S. 
n 
If the topological space S i$ strongly screenable, we have for each G. 
l 
a sequence {H. } such that H. is a discrete collection of domains and 1n 1n 
CX) CX) 
U H. covers the space and U H. is a refinement of G.. Consider 
n= 1 1n n= 1 1n 1 
the countable collection {Hij .: i, j = 1, 2, ... }, and let D be any domain 
and p any point in D. Since S is developable with development { G } we 
. . n 
know there is an integer n(p, D) such that each domain of Gn(p, D) which 
00 
contains p lies in D. Since jS:l Hn(p, D)j is a refinement of Gn(p, D) 
and covers the space S, there is a j and a domain in H ( D)" which 
n p, J 
contains p and is contained in a domain of Gn(p, D)' and hence is con-
tained in D. Since the collection {H .. } defines a sequence we have by lJ 
definition that S is a perfectly screenable topological space. If S is a 
perfectly screenable topological space, then Theorem 2. 7 implies that 
S is a strongly screen.able topological space. 
Lemma 3. 26: (Urysohn 1s Characterization of Normality). The 
topological space Y is :i_ormal if and only if for each pair of disjoint 
nonempty closed subsets A and Bin Y, there exists a continuous func-
tion f:Y _, {xjx e real numbers, 0 .:::_x .:::_ l}, called a Urysohn function 
for A, B such that (a) f(a) = 0 for each a e A and (b) f(b) = 1 for each 
b E B. 
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Proof: Let Y be a topological space which satisfies the condi-
tion. Let A and B be two disjoint nonempty closed subsets of Y. Since 
Y satisfies the condition there is a continuous function f: Y _, [O, 1] for 
A and B such that ( 1) f(a) = O for each a E A, and (2) f(b) = 1 for each 
b EB. Since f is a conhnuous function, the sets D = {y/f(y) < 1/2} and 
G :: { y I f(y) > 1 /2} are disjoint domains such that AC D and BC G. 
Hence the topological space Y is normal. 
Let Y be a normal topological space and A and B two disjoint 
nonempty closed sets, Let R be the set of all rational numbers of the 
n n form k/2 , 0 < k/2 < 1, where k and n are natural numbers, We will 
first show that for each r ER we can associate a domain U(r)C Y such 
that (a) AC U(r) arid U(r) n B = f/J, and (b) that if r < r 1 then 
U(r) C U(r 1 ). We proceed by induction on the exponent of the' dyadic 
fraction, letting D = {U(k/2m) I k=O, 1, ... , 2m}. The set D cons is ts 
m o 
of U(l) = Y-B and a domain U(O). satisfying 
A ( U(O) C U(O) ( Y - B = U( 1) 
which exists since Y is -qormal. The set D 1 consists of U(O), U(l), 
and a domain U( 1 /2) satisfying 
U(O) ( U(l/2) ( U(l/2) C U(l) 
which exists since Y is normal. · Now assume D 1 has been con-m-
structed such that 
AC U(O)C U(O)C U(l/2m-l)C U(l/2m-l) (.,. C U(l) = Y - B. 
Note that only U(k/2m) for odd k requires definition, since if k is even, 
the fraction k/2m can be factored to a number which has already been 
defined. For each odd k we have from D 1 that m-
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since k+l and k-1 are even. Now define U(k/2m) to be a domain U 
satisfying 
The domain U exists since Y is normal. By construction, 
satisfies the induction hypothesis. That is, 
A C U(O) C U(O) C U( 1 /2m) C U( 1 /2m) C ... C U( 1 ). 
co 
Now replace U(l) by Y, and let D = U D . Define f:Y .... [o, 1] 
m=O m 
as follows: f(y) = inf {r I y E U(:i:)}. The function f is well-defined 
since y is always an element of U(l) = Y. Since O < r < 1 we have 
0 ~ f(y) < 1. Furthermore f(A) = O since each U(r) contains A for 
every r; and f(B) = 1 since Y contains B and U( r) C Y - B for every r. 
Let £(yo)= ro and w:;: (ro - E, ro + e), where Eis a positive 
real number. If r O f. 0, :i: 0 f. 1, then the definition of infrmum implies 
there exist r 1 and r 2 in R such that r 0 ~ e <r 1 < r 0 < r 2 < r 0 + e. 
Now the set U(r2 ) '~: U(r 1) is a domain since U(r2 ) is a domain and 
U(r 1) is a closed set contained in U(r 2 ). Since r 1 < r 0 there is a 
dyadic fraction r' such that r 1 < r
1 < r 0 . Thus by construction we 
have U(r 1) C U(r 1 ). Now if y 0 e U(r 1 ) then y 0 e U(r'); hence by defi-
nition off we have f(y0 ) < r'. Since f(y0 ) = r 0 and r' < r 0 we have a 
contradiction; thus y O r/ U(r 1 ). Also the definition of infimum implies 
Yo E U(rz)· Hence we have Yo E U(rz) - U(:i:l). Now if ye U(rz)-U(rl) 
then ye U(r2 ) and ye U(r 1). Since ye U(r 2 ) we have by definition 
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that f(y) < r 2 . Since yr/. U(r 1) and r < r', where r, r' e R, we have that 
U(r) C U(r'). Thus by definition off we ha..ve f(y) ~ r 1 . Therefore we 
have f(U(r 2 ) - U(r 1)) CW. Hence the function f is continuous at y 0 . 
If ro = 0 then U(rz) is a. domain containing Yo· If ye U(rz) then 
f(y) ~ r 2 < r 0 + e by definition of the function f. Since f is a non-
negative function we have that f(U(r
2
)) C W a,nd thus f is continuous 
at y 0 . If r 0 = 1 then consider the doma..in Y - U(r 1), which contains y 0 , 
If y e Y - U(r 1 ) then f(y) ~ r 1 > r O - e by definition of f, Since we 
know that f(y) ~ 1 for every ye Y we have f(Y - U(r 1 )) C W. Therefore 
f is continuous at each point of the topological space Y. Hence f is a 
continuous function satisfying all the des ired properties. 
Theorem 3. 27: A necessary and sufficient condition that a 
regular topological space S be metrizable is that it be perfectly 
s c re enable. 
Proof of necessity: Let S be a metric space an<;l H an open 
covering of S. Since S is a metric space we know that S is developable 
by Lemma 3. 22. By Lemma 3. 23 there is a seq11ience X = {X.} such 
1 
that X. is a discrete collection of closed sets, X. refines X.+l' X. 
. 1 1 1 1 
00 
refines H, and O X. covers S. Since S is a metric space, Theorem 
i= 1 1 
2. 10 implies that Sis a collectionwise normal topological space. By 
Lemma 3. 24 we know that for each X. there is a W. such that W. is a 
l. 1 1 
discrete collection of domains, W. covers x::<, 
1 1 
anc;l W. is a refinement 
1 
00 00 
of H. Let W = {W.} and observe that U 
l. i= l 
W. covers S since U X. 
1 iz:: 1 1 
covers Sand W. covers x::<. Therefore, W 
1 l 
that W. is a discrete collec;tion of domains, 
1 
00 
= {W.} is a sequence such 
1 
00 
U W. covers S, and 
i= 1 1 
U W. is a refinement of H. 
i= 1 1 
Hence by definition, S ii;; a strongly 
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screenable topological space. Lemma 3. 25 now implies S is perfectly 
s creenable. 
Proof of sufficiency: Since S is perfectly screenable, there is 
a sequence H = {H.} such that H. is a discrete collection of domains and 
1 1 
for any domain D and p e D the:re is a natural number n(p, D) such that 
Hn(p, D) contains a domain which lies in D and contains p. Leth be 
any element of H. and p any point of h. Since S is a regular topological 
1 
space, there exists a domain U such that p e U C UC h. Since S is 
perfectly screenable there is a natural number j such that~contains a 
domain which lies in U and contains p. (Note the closure of this 
domain lies in h). Let K .. denote the union of the elements of H. whose 
~ J 
closures lie in an element of Hi, for instance, K 12 is the union of the 
elements of H 2 whose closures lie in an element of H 1. Noting that 
K .. may be empty for some i and j; let C = {K .. I K .. i- 0} and fo~ the lJ lJ lJ 
following assume Kij e C. Let Kij = aYJ\. hQC., where ha e Hj, then since 
H. is a discrete collection of domains we have K .. = Uh = Uh is a J lJ a a 
closed set. Since h C g, for some g e H., for every a e A we have 
a 1 
Uh C H'.''. Hence K .. anQ. S ~ H.':' are disjoint closed subsets of S. 
a 1 · lJ 1 
The topologicc;1.l space is normal by Corollary 2. 16, Therefore by 
Urysohn 1s Lemma (Lemma 3. 26) there is a continuous function 
F .. :S ..... [O, l] such that F .. (x) = 1 if x e K. and F .. (x) = 0 if x e S - H* lJ lJ . lJ lJ i . 
The sequence of functions { F .. } leads to a definition of a distance lJ 
function for the topological space S. Define D : SxS ... R, where R is 
the set of :real numbers, by 
IF .. (x) + R .. (x,y)F .. (y)I 
D ( ) = °" °" lJ lJ lJ x,y ...., ...., . ·+· 
21 J 
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where R .. (x, y) = ± l, depending on whether y does not or does belong lJ 
to an element of H. that contains x. Using the above definition of D, 
1 
the space S is a metric space as will be shown below. 
Since the series 
1 
is a converging series and for each i and j 
jF .. (x) + R .. (x,y)F .. (y)/ 
lJ lJ lJ l 
< ---;---,-+ . 
- 21 J 
the function D is well-defined, that is, the series 
jF .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) I lJ lJ . lJ 
converges. Since 
jF .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) I 
lJ lJ lJ > O 
2i+j ' 
for every i and j, we have that D(x, y) > 0 for every x, ye S. S"i:nce 
Rf3(;x:,-y) = 'Rfj{yi, k}r :for. ·ev~:i;y:x,' y e ·. S ;. we have D(xi, y) • = D(y,.x) for 
ea(:;h,x, ye S. Now consider the following three terms: 
IF .. (x) + R .. (x,y)F .. (y)I, lJ l.J lJ 
jF .. (x) + R .. (x, z)F .. (z) j, lJ lJ lJ 
and 
IF .. (z) + R .. (z,y)F .. (y)I, 
lJ lJ lJ 
where x, y, and z are in S. One quickly sees tha,.t showing 
jF .. (x)+R .. (x,y)F .. (y)/ < jF .. (x)+R .. (x,z)F .. (z)j + jF .. (z)+R .. (z,y)F .. (y)j lJ lJ lJ - lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ 
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is equivalent to showing D(x, y) 2. D(x, z) + D(z, y), where x, y, z E S. 
The above inequaUty can be shown by considering the possible cases 
that can arise. Listed below are the basic distinct cases that can 
happen for x, y, z E S. 
1. x,y,z E ~ and x, y, z E h, where h E H. 
lJ 1 
2. x,y,z E K .. , X, y E h, and Z E g, where h, g E H. 
lJ 1 
3. x,y,z E K .. , X E h, y E g, and z E k, where h, g, k e H. lJ 1 
,,, 
4. X 1 y E K .. , z E H:•'' and x,y,z E h, where he H. lJ 1 1 
,,, 
5. X, y E K .. , z E H:'', X, y E h, and z E g, where h, g E H. 
lJ 1 1 
6. X, y E K .. , z E H* X E h, y E g, and z E k, where h, g, k e H. 
lJ i , 1 
7. K .. , 
,,, 
h, and where h, g X, y E z E H''' x,z E y E g, E H. 
lJ i ' 1 
,,, 
8. X E K .. ' y,z E H''' and x,y,z E h, where h E H. lJ i ' 1 
,,, 
K .. , 9. X E y,z E H~' X, y E h, and z E g, where h, g E H. lJ i ' 1 
10. K .. , 
,,, 
h, and z k, where h, g, k e H. X E y,z E H''' X E y E g, E 
lJ i ' 1 
,,, 
h, where h,g 11. X E K .. , y,z E H''' X E and y, z E g, E H. 
lJ i ' 1 
12. 
,,, 
h, where he x,y,z E H''' and x,y, z E H. i ' 1 
,,, 
h, where h, g 13. x,y,z E H''' X, y E and z E g, E H. i ' 1 
14. 
,,, 
h, where h, g, k e x,y,z E H''' X E y E g, and z E k, H. i , 1 
,,, H~:< where h 15. x,y E H''' z E s - and x,y E h, E H. i ' i ' 1 
16. H>:< s 
,,, 
XrE-.h~ and where h,g x,y E z E - H'" y e g, E H. i ' i ' 1 
,,, J, 
1 7. X E H:·-, y,z E s 
-
H''' and X e h, where h E H. 
1 i ' 1 
18. s 
,,, 
x,y,z E - H:" 
1 
One can easily verify the above inequality for the above cases. 
Hence, we have D(x, y) < D(x, z) + D(z, y) for every x, y, z e S. 
If x = y then we see jF .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) j = 0 since if 
lJ ~ lJ 
x, y E he H. then R .. (x, y) = -1; while if x, ye S - H::< then F .. (x) = F.;,.(x)= 
1 lJ 1 lJ 'lJ 
0. If x # y then since S is a Hausdorff topological space there exist 
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domains U and U such that x e U , y e U , and U n U = 0. Since 
X y X y X y 
S is perfectly screenable, there is a natural number i and an he H. 
1 
such that x E hand h ( U . Hence by regularity we have that there 
X 
is a domain D s1,1ch that x E D C DC h C U . Now perfect screen-
x 
ability implies there is a nat-ural number j and a g e H. such that 
J 
X E g C g C D C h C ux. 
tion of F .. that F .. (x) = 1. lJ lJ . 
Therefore, we have g C K .. and by defini-1J 
Since y E S - hand Hi is a di:;;crete callee-
tion of domains we have that y does not belong to an element of H. that 
1 
contains x. Thus by definition R.J. (x, y) = 1 and IF .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y)/ > 1. 
1. lJ lJ lJ 
Therefore, 
IF .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) / 
lJ l] lJ 
which implies D(x, y) > 0. Hence x = y if and only if D(x, y) = 0. 
Let M be a subset of S and x e S such that D(x, M) = 0. Let D 
be any domain such that x e D. Since Sis perfectly screenable there 
is a natural number i and a domain h in H. such that x e h C D. Since 
1 
S is a regular topological space there is a domain U such that 
x E U C UC h C D. Therefore by perfect screenability there is a 
natural number j and a domain g e H. such that x e g C U. Since· 
J 
U ( h we have g C h; thus the point x is contained in K... Now by 
lJ 
definition of the f1,1nction F .. we have F .. (x) = 1. Since D(x, M) = 0 we 
lJ lJ 
have for every positive real number E an m e M such that D(x, m) < E. 
Now if there does not exist m e M such that m E h let 
. E 1 
= 
2 i tj + 1 ' 
Since m r/. h for every m E M we have by definition R .. (x, m) = 1 for 
lJ 
every m E M. Therefore 
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D(x, m) L L jF .. (x) + R .. (x, m)F .. (m) j = lJ lJ lJ 2i+j 
> 
jF .. (x) + R .. (x,m)F .. (m)I lJ lJ . lJ 
11 + F .. (m) I 
l 
= 
This contradiction implies there is an m e M such that m e h. There -
fore there is an m e M such that m e D. Hence x is a limit point of M. 
Let M be a subset of Sand x a limit point of M. Now we wish to 
show that D(x, M) = 0, that is, for every positive real number e there 
is an m e M such that D(x, m) < e. Since 
00 00 
II j F .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) j lJ lJ lJ 
i:c:N j=N 
we see that 
00 00 
II I F .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) I lJ lJ . lJ 
i=N j=N 
can be made arbitrary small, that is, there is an N such that 
CD 00 
II 
i=N j=N 
j F .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) I 
lJ lJ lJ < ~ 
2itj . 2 
1 
2N -3 ' 2 
for every x, y e S. Hence we will show there is an m e M such that 
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N N 
II / F .. (x) + R .. (x, m)F .. (m) / lJ . lJ lJ e < 2. 
i= 1 j = 1 
To this end; let i and j be fixed natural numbers and consider the func-
tion F... Since x e S, we know that one of the following occurs: ( 1) 
lJ 
x e S - H::<, or (2) x e K .. , or (3) x e H::' and, x ,/ K ... If x e S - H~' then 
1 lJ 1 lJ 1 
since F .. is continuo1,1s at x implies 
lJ 
is continuous at x there is a domain g .. such that x e g .. and 
lJ lJ 
/F .. (x) - F .. (y)/ 
lJ lJ < e 
2N2 ' 
where y e gij' and E is a given positive real number. Now the defini-
tion of F .. implies F .. (x) = 0; thus 
lJ lJ 
/F .. (y)/ lJ < E 
2N2 
where y e g .. and e is a given positive real number. Hence we have 
lJ 
trivially that 
/ F .. (x) + R .. (x, y);F .. (y) / lJ lJ lJ < e 
2N2 
for y e g... If x e K .. then by definition of K .. there is a domain g e H. 
~ ~ ~ 1 
and a domain h e H. such that x e h C g. Note by definition we have 
J 
R .. (x, y) = -1 for every ye g. Since the function F .. is a continuous 
~ ~ 
function at x the function F .. 
---21.. 
2i+j 
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is a continuous function at x. Therefore the:i;-e is a domain D such that 
x E D and 
IF .. (x) - F .. (y)I 
lJ lJ 
where ye D and e is a given positive real number. 
we have x e g .. and 
. lJ 
IF .. (x) + R .. (x,y)F .. (y)I 
lJ lJ lJ e 
< --2' 
ZN 
Letting g .. = g n D 
lJ 
where ye g .. , since R .. (x, y) = -1 for every ye g ... If x e H~:< and 
lJ lJ lJ 1 
x t/ K .. then there is an h e H. such that x e h. Since F .. is continuous 
~ 1 ~ 
at x the function 
is continuous at x. Therefore there is a domain D 1 such that x e D 1 
and 
IF .. (x) - F .. (y)I 
lJ lJ e 
< ~-2' 
ZN 
where y e D 1 and e is a given positive real number. 
we have x e g .. and 
lJ 
/ F .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) I 
lJ . lJ lJ e 
< --2' 
ZN 
Letting G .. = h fl D1 lJ 
where y e g .. since by definition R .. (x, y) = -1 for y e h. Thus for each 
lJ lJ 
i and j (i,j = 1, 2, ... ,N) we can as1;3ociate a domain g,, such that x e g .. 
lJ lJ 
and 
IF .. (x) + R .. (x, y)F .. (y) I lJ lJ lJ e 
< 2N2 
for ye g ... The point set D 2. = n g .. , where i,j = 1, 2, ... , N is a u u 
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domain which contains x. Since x is a limit point of M there is an m 0 
such that m 0 e D 2 and 
IF .. (x) + R .. (x, mo)F .. (.mo) I lJ lJ lJ < e 
zi+j 2N2 
for i,j = 1, 2, ... , N. Thus we have 
N N IF .. (x) + R .. (x,mo)F .. (mo)I N N ~ I >; I e e NZ e lJ lJ lJ < 2N2 = 2N2 = 2· '~ zi+j ~ i= 1 j=l i= 1 j=l 
Therefore; 
IF .. (x) + R .. (x,mo)F .. (mo) I lJ lJ lJ < e 
and we have D(x, M) = 0. 
The above two paragraphs imply that x is a limit point of M, 
where M is a subset of S, if and only if D(x, M) = 0. Thus S is a metric 
space by Definition 3. 1. 
A result similar to Theorem 3.27 was proved in 1951 by 
Nagata and Smirnof [1 ]. Because the proof of this theorem is similar 
to Theorem 3, 27 it will not be included in this paper. Since this 
theorem is an important theorem from a historical view, it will be 
stated below. 
Definition 3. 28: A collection of sets H is called o--locally 
finite if there is a sequence G = {G.} such that G. is a locally finite 
1 1 
CX) 
c.o!le1ction of setl:i and H = U G .. 
i=} l 
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Definition 3. 29: Let S be a topological space with base B. If B 
is CT -loc;:ally finite then B is called an NS-base. 
Theorem 3. 30: (Nagata and Smirnof) A topological space S is 
metrizable if and only if it is regular and has an NS-base. 
Now with the aid of Theorem 3. 27, we will prove a series of 
theorems dealing with the metrizability of Moore spaces. 
Theorem 3. 31: A Moore space is metrizable if and only if it is 
perfectly screenable. 
Proof: Since a Moore space is regular, Theorem 3. 27 gives 
the desired conclusions. 
Theorem 3. 32: A Moore space is metrizable if and only if it is 
strongly s c re enable. 
Proof: Lemma 3. 25 shows that in Moore spaces, strong 
screenability is equivalent to perfect screenability. Hence Theorem 
3. 27 produces the desired conclusions. 
Lerpma 3. 33: If His a collection of mutually exclusive domains 
in a normal developable topological space S then there is a sequence 
{H.}such that H. is a discrete collection of domains and 
l 1 
CX) 
H* and U H. is a refinement of H, where H>!< = U h. 
i= l 1 heH 
00 
U H. covers 
i= 1 1 
Proof: Let { G.} be a development of the space and let W = S - H*. 
l 
Since H>!< is, a domain, we know for each p e H* there exists an integer 
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n(p, H>:<) such that each element of G ( H'') which contains p lies in H>:<, n P, ,,, 
Let X. = {p /no element of G. containing p intersects W}, that is, p e X. 
1 1 1 
if and only if (1) p e H>:< and (2) if p e g e G. then g n W = (/;. Let pr/ x., 
1 I 
then there is a domain gin G. such that p e g and g n W =/. (/;. Hence, by 
1 
definition of X., we have g n X. = (/J which implies that X. is a closed 
1 1 1 
set. Since X. n W = (/J and S is a normal space there exists a domain 
1 
D. such that X.( D. and 15:""nw = (/;. Now define H. = {h () D. jh e H} 
l, 1 1 1 1 1 
and observe that H. is a collection of mutually exclusive domains such 
1 
(X) 
that U H. is a refinement of H. Since S is developable, we have that 
i= 1 1 
each point of H>:< is contained in an X. and hence in a domain b.; thus we 
1 1 
00 
have that U H. cbvers H*. 
i= 1 l. 
For a fixed i, let us consider h () D. and hA n D. in H.. If 
a 1 t-' 1 1 
XE (h n D.) n(hA n D.), then XE D.. Now the definitions of h,,,, hA, 
a 1 t-' 1 1 "' t-' 
and Di imply that X E o(ha n Di) and X E o(hf3 n Di). Therefore, there 
exists a pointy I-XE h n D. and z I-XE hA n D. for every domain 
a 1 t-' 1 
containing x. Hence every domain containing x contains a point of hf3 
Thus, x e a hf3 which implies x e W since and a point not in hf3. 
a hf3( W. Therefore, X E D. [I W which implies D. [I W 1 (/J, which 
1 1 
contr<').dicts the fact that D. n W = (/;, Thus the sets h /\ D. and 
1 a 1 
hf3 /\ Di are disjoint. 
Let Ki be a subcollec tion of Hi and suppose x r/ k~K. k. lf x E W 
1 
then S - D. is a domain containing x which does not intersect kUK k. 
1 E . 
1 
If XE H* then XE h for some a. If X "h n D. then by normality 
a a 1 
there exists a domain D such that XE D C D and D n (h n D.) = (/J. 
a a a a a 1 
Since {G.} is a development of the space., we know there is an integer 
1 
n(x, h ) such that· every domain of G ( h ) 
a n x, a 
g be such a domain and consider g n D . 
a 
containing x lies in h . Let 
a 
The set g n D. is a domain 
a 
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such that X E g n D and g n D C h . Since H is a mutually exclu-
0! a · a 
sive collection of domains then h and K~:, are disjoint. Therefore xis 
a 1 
not a limit point of K::', and thus H. is a discrete collection of domains. 
1 1 
u -
Remembering that x i ke K. k, let us assume x e ha n Di, 
Since h n kuK k :;; (/J, it will be s
1
ufficient to show h n D. C h . 
a E • a 1 a 
1 
Suppose there is a y E h n D. such that y i h . Since h n D. C h ' 
a 1 a a 1 a 
we must have ye 8(h nD.), therefore for every domain D containing 
Q! 1 
y the re is a z e (h n D.) which lies in D. Thus every domain contain-
a 1 
ing y contains a point of h and hence y e 8 h . Therefore y e W since 
O! a 
ah C W, but y is also in D.. Hence ye W n D., a contradiction to 
Q! 1 1 
the fact W r1 D. = 0. Thus we have h r1 D. is contained in h , and the 
1 a 1 a 
collection H. is a discrete collection. 
1 
Lemma 3. 34: A screenable normal developable topological 
space S is a strongly screenable topological. 
Proof: Let H be an open covering of the space S, Since S is 
screenable we know there is a sequence G = {H.} such that H. is a 
1 1 
co 
collection of mutually exclusive domains and U H. covers S and 
i= 1 1 co 
U H. is a refinement of H. 
i= 1 1 
Now Lemma 3. 3 3 implies that for each 
i, there is a sequence G. = {H .. } such that H .. is a discrete collection 
1 lJ lJ 
00 ,,, CO 
of domains and U H .. covers H-:- and U H .. is a refinement of H., j=l lJ 1 j=l lJ 1 
Hence the collection {G.} defines a sequence such that each element of 
1 
the sequence is a discrete collection of mutually exclusive domains 
and the union covers S and is a refinement of H. Thus our space S is 
strongly screenable. 
Theorem 3. 3 5: A screenable Moore space is metrizable if it 
is normal. 
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Proof: Lemma 3. 34 implies that a screenable normal Moore 
space is strongly screenable, Hence Theorem 3. 32 implies that the 
space is metrizable. 
Lemma 3. 36: A collectionwis e normal Moore space S is screen-
able. 
Proof: Let H be an open covering of S. Lemma 3. 23 implies 
that there is a sequence {X.} such that X. is a discrete collection of 
1 1 
closed sets and X. is a refinement of X.+l and Hand e3 X. covers S. 
1 ' 1 i= 1 1 . 
Since S is a collectionwise normal we have for each i, a collection Y. 
1 
of mutually exclusive domains, suc;h that Yi1: covers xt and that no 
element of Y. intersects two elements of :X .. 
1 1 
Now for each x e X. we know that x C h for some he H. Con-
1 
siderK = {g/g e Y., g (1 x f. (ij} then we know K,:< is a domain and 
X 1 X 
x C K ,:<. Hence, K ,~ n h is a domain contained in h. Because of this 
X X 
reasoning we may assume each element of Yi is contained in an ele-
oo 
ment of H. Letting Y = {Y.} and noting that Y* covers S since U X. 
1 i= 1 1 
covers S. We have by definition that S is screenable. 
Theorem 3. 37: A Moore space is metrizable if and only if it is 
a collectionwise normal topological space. 
Proof: If S is a metric space then Theorem 2. 10 implies that 
S is a collectionwise normal topological space. Now let S be a callee -
tionwise normal Moore space. Lemma 3. 3 5 implies that S is a screen-
able lyfoore space. Also by Theorem 2, 11 we know that S is a normal 
Moore space. Bence S is metrizable by Theorem 3. 35. 
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Lemma 3. 3 8: Let S be a collectionwis e normal topological 
space and H an open covering of S. If K = {H.} is a sequence such that 
l 
00 
each H. is a discrete collection of closed sets, U H. is a refinement 
l i= 1 l 
00 
of H, and U H. covers S. Then there is an open covering G of S such 
i= 1 1 
'that G is a refinement of H and for each point p e h, where h e H., 
l 
there is a domain D containing p such that not more than i elements of 
G intersect D. 
Proof: By Lemma 3. 24 we have for each H. a discrete callee -
l 
tion of domains W. such that W. covers H::<, W. is a refinement of H, 
l l l l 
and each element of W. contains just one element of H.. Also since S 
l l 
is a collectionwise normal topological space we have that Th~orem 2.11 
implies S is a normal topological space, 
As S is normal, there is a domain D. containing H~' such that 
l l 
Define G as follows: each element of W 1 is an element of 
i i 
e W.+l such that w [ U D. , then w - U D. is an ele-
1 j=l J j=l J G and if w 
ment of G. Since W. is a refinement of H for each i, we have that G 
l 
00 
is a refinement of H. Also since W. covers H::, and U H. covers S, 
1 1 i= 1 1 
we have that G covers S. Let p e h, where he H., and assume that 
l 
H~:, is the first H,:'. j = 1, 2, ... , i such that p e H~'. 
l J l 
~-Since W. covers H' 
l i 
there is a domain w. such that p e w., also note that w. is the only 
l l l 
element of W. which contains p. Since W. is a discrete collection of 
l J 
domains, we have for each j at most one w. e W. such that p e w .. 
J J J 
Now for j = 1: 2, ... , i-1, we have either p e w. or p ,/. UW w. If 
J we j 
p e w. then since W. is a discrete collection there is a domain D such 
J J p 
that w. C D and 
J p 
D r1( UW w) = ~-p we j 
W"f W. 
J 
u 
If P ,/. weW, w, 
J 
then there is a domain D such that p e D and p p 
n n( u wJ = 0. 
p weW. 
J 
Now define 
i- l 
D= (() D .)() w.n D. 
j= 1 PJ t t 
and note D is a domain containing p. If g e G and 
i -
g = w - U Dk 
k=l 
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and j > i then D n g = (/J since D C D. C D.. Hence be definition of D 
1 1 
and W. we have that D can intersect at most an i n'\,lmber of elements of 
1 
G. 
Theorem 3. 39: A Moore space is metrizable if and only if it 
is paracompact. 
Proof: Let S be a paracompact Moore space. Now Theorems 
2. 32 and 2, 19 imply that S is a collec tionwise normal Moore space. 
Hence by Theorem 3. 3 7, S is metrizable. Now let S be a metric 
space with metric D and H any open covering of S. Theorem 2. 10 
and Lemma 3. 22 imply that S is developable and collectionwise normal. 
Hence by Lemma 3, 23 there is a sequence X = {X.} such that X. is a 
1 1 
discrete collection of closed sets which is a refinement of both Xi+l 
co 
and H while U X. covers S. Thus Lemma 3. 38 implies there is an 
i= 1 1 
open covering G of S such that G is a refinement of H and for eac;:h 
point p e g, where g e X., there is a domain D containing p such that 
1 
not more than i elements of G intersect D. Therefore we have by 
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Definition 2. 2;3 that S is a paracompact topological space. 
Hence by Theorems 3. 39, 2. 30, and 2. 32 we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3, 40: A Moore space S is rpetrizable if and only if S 
is a fully normal Moore space. 
This section will now be csmcluded with a generalization of 
Theorem 3. 27. 
Theorem 3. 41: A regular topological space S is metrizable if 
there is a sequence G = {G) such that 
(a) G. is a collection of domains such that the sum of the 
l 
closures of any subcollection of G. is closed and 
. l 
(b) if p e S and D is a domain such that p e D then there is an 
integer n(p, D) such that an element of Gn(p, D) contains p and every 
element of Gn(p, D) containing p lies in D. 
]?roof: Let D be any domain such that D C S. First, we will 
show that D is strongly screenable. Let H = {h1 , h 2 , ... , hQI, ... } be a 
well ordered collection of domains which covers D. 
sum of the elements of G. whose closures lie in h . 
l QI 
Let V . be the 
QI l 
Note that some of 
the V . may be empty. Now if U .. denotes the sum of the elements of Qll QllJ 
G. whose closures lie in V . but do not intersect P.U VP.. then let J Qll t-'<QI t-'1 
W .. ={U .. :Y=l,2, ... ,QI, ... }, NowifU .. andUP. .. (~<Ql)are 
~ '{~ QI~ t-'0 
elements of W .. 1 then by condition (a) we have that U .. is a closed 0 . QI~ 
set that lies in V .; also UP. .. is a closed set that lies in VP. 1 .. Since Qll t-'lJ t-' 
V ~i is a closed set by condition (a) we have 
and 
Also condition (a) implies that the sum of the closures of any sub-
collection of W., is closed. Hence W .. is a discrete cqllection of 
~ ~ 
domains. One quickly sees by definition that W .. is a refinement of 
lJ 
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H. Now let p e D and hf3 be the first element of H to contain p. Then 
U-P belongs to some V[3k but does not belong to a<[3 Vak· Then for 
some integer m, p lies in an element of G whose closure lies in 
m 
u 
V[3k but does not intersect a<[3 Vak· Hence p e U[3km andU U Wij 
covers D. Hence D is strongly screenable. 
For each positive integer k let Xk = {Xk) be a sequence of 
discrete collections of domains such that each Xki is a refinement of 
co 
Gk and ~ Xk. covers Gk>:<. That Sis perfectly screenable follows 
' 1= 1 1 
from the fact that the elements of {Xki: i, k = 1, 2, ... } may be ordered 
in a sequence fulfilling the conditions to be satisfied by the sequence 
G = { G.} mentioned in the definition of a perfectly s c re enable topologi-
1 
cal space. Hence by Theorem 3.271 S is metrizable. 
Some Recent Results 
This chapter will be concluded with some results obtained 
within the past fifteen years. The first such result is due to P. S. 
Aleksandrov [1]. This theorem, proved in 1956, will be shown to 
follow other results which have been previously proved in this paper. 
Theorem 3. 42: In order that a regular topological space be 
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metrizable, it is necessary and sufficient that it have a uniform base 
and that it satisfy any one of the following conditions: 
(a) it is paracompact 
(b) it is collectionwise normal 
(c) each point-finite covering of it has a locally finite refine-
ment. 
Proof: If S is a metric space then an argument similar to 
Example 2. 43 implies that S has a uniform base. Since a metric space 
is a Moore space we have by Theorems 3. 37 and 3. 39 that conditions 
(a), (b), and (c) are satisfied. If the regular topological space S has a 
uniform base then by Theorem 2. 45 it is a pointwise paracompact 
Moore space. If (a) is true then Theorem 3. 39 implies that S is metri-
zable. If (b) is true then Theorem 3. 37 implies that S is metrizable. 
If ( c) is true then since S is pointwise paracompact we have that S is 
paracompact, and hence metrizable. 
In light of Theorems 3. 42 and 2. 45 the following collection of 
theorems on metrization of pointwise paracompact Moore spaces will 
be of interest. The proofs of these theorems will be omitted, but may 
be found in Traylor [2 9 ], and Heath and Grace [11 ]. However, before 
stating these theor:€mS, all definitions needed to read these theorems 
will be given. 
Definition 3. 43: A topological space is locally separable if each 
domain D contains a domain D' which is separable, 
Definition 3. 44: A topological space S is locally peripherally 
separa,.ble if for each point p and domain D containing p there is a 
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domain D 1 containing p such that D 1 is a subset of D and the boundary 
of D 1 is separable. 
Definition 3. 45: Let S be a topological space and D a domain in 
S. If B is the boundary of D then the statement that_!? is accessible 
means that if p is a point of B and R is a region containing p then there 
exist points q and q' such that q is in D, q' is in R fl B, and there is 
an arc with end points q and q 1 which, except for q', lies wholly in D. 
Definition 3. 46: A topological space is locally arcwis e connec -
ted if each domain D contains a domain D' which is arcwise connected. 
Definition 3, 47: A topological space S is locally peripherally 
connected if p is a point of S and D is a domain of S containing p, there 
is a domain D 1 containing p f?UCh that D' is a subset of D and the 
boundary of D I is connected. 
Following are the theorems dealing with the metrization of 
pointwise paracompact Moore spaces. 
Theorem 3. 48: A locally separable Moore space is metrizable 
if and only if it is pointwise paracompact. 
Theorem 3. 49: If S is a locally peripherally separable Moore 
space such that the boundary of each domain is accessible, then S is 
metrizable if and only if it is pointwis e paracompact. 
Theorem 3. 50: A locally peripherally separable, locally arc-
wise connected Moore space is metrizable if and only if it is pointwis e 
, paracompact. 
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Theorem 3. 51: A connected, locally connected, locally peri-
pherally separable, pointwise paracompact Moore space is separable 
and hence mefrizable. 
Theorem 3. 52: A connected, locally peripherally connected, 
locally peripherally separable, pointwise paracompact Moore space is 
separable and hence metrizable. 
Theorem 3. 53: Suppose that ( 1) Xis a connected pointwise 
paracompact Moore space, (2) X has only one cut point p and (3) for all 
p, q in X, p i- q, and every open set R containing p, there exists a 
closed connected separable set N such that N C Rand N separates p 
from q in X. Then X is metrizable. 
Theorem 3. 54: Suppose that X satisfies ( l) and (3) of the 
previous theorem and that X has a finite number of cut points. Then 
X is metrizable, 
Theorem 3. 55: Suppose that (1) Sis a connected, locally con-
nected, pointwise paracompact Moore space, (2) there is a separable 
closed set which separates S, and (3) each non-degenerate separable 
closed set which separates S contains two points which are separated 
by a separable closed set. If S has only a finite number of cut points, 
then S is metrizable. 
Following Aleksandrov' s metrization theorem in 1956 the next 
result was in 1964 by Heath [15 ]. This result depended upon a general-
ization of pointwise paracompactness and is called property P. 
Definition 3. 56: A topological space S has property ~ provided 
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that eve:r;y open covering G of S has an open refipement H such that H 
covers S and. no point of S belongs to more than countably many mem-
bers of H. 
Definition 3. 57: A topological space S is ~ 1 "'.'compact provided 
every uncountable subset of it has a limit point, 
Theorem 3. 58: Every separable topological space S having 
property P is ry?l -compact, and hence if S is also a Moore space then 
S is metrizable. 
Proof: Suppose that S is not !111 -com~act and let M be an 
uncountable subs et of S having no limit point. Since S is separable, 
let K be a countable dense subset of S and, for each point x e M, let 
R(x) be a domain containing x and no point of M - {x}. 
Then, if G is an open covering of S consisting of S - Mand 
{R(x) Jx e M}, any refinement of G must include a subset Q such that, 
for each x and y in M, x :/:. y, there are members g, h E Q such that 
X E g' y E h' and g :/:. ho 
Then since every member of Q must contain a point of the 
countable set K there i.s a point z in K such that z belongs to uncount-
ably many members of Q contrary to the assumption that S has property 
If Sis also a Moore space then Lemmas 3o 18 and 30 19 imply 
that S is a second countable topological spaceo Hence by Urysohn 1s 
Theorem we have that S is metrizableo 
Corollary 3. 59: A separable pointwise paracompact Moore 
space is metrizableo 
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This chapter will now be concluded with three theorems which 
a re generalizations of previous theorems. These theorems deal with 
p J."operties of the boundary of each domain rather than with properties 
of the space. The first, proved by Traylor [2 7] in 1964, is stated and 
proved below. 
Theorem 3, 60: A normal Moore space is metrizable if the 
boundary of each domain is screenable. 
Proof: Suppose that S is a normal Moore space and His an 
open covering of S. By an argument similar to that of Theorem 3. 41 
there is a collection HI of mutually exclusive domains such that H 1>:< is 
dense in S and H' refines H. Now H 1 >:< is a domain so we have S - HI>:< 
is screena"ble by hypothesis. Hence there is a sequence K = {H.} such 
1 
00 
that H. is a collection of mutually exclusive domains, U H. is a re-
1 00 i= 1 1 
finement of H, and U H. covers S - H 1>:<. Therefore letting H 1 = H 0 i= 1 1 
we have that K 1 = {H0 ,H 1,H2 , ... } can be ordered in a sequence 
satisfying the conditions of the sequence mentioned in the definition of 
a screena"ble topological space. Hence S is a normal s<;::reenable 
topological space, Therefore by Theorem 3. 35 the space S is metri-
zable. 
The following result is d-qe to Grace and Heath [11 ]. 
Theorem 3. 61: A Moore space is metrizable if the boundary of 
each domain is strongly screenable. 
Proof: Let S be a Moore space and Han open covering of S. 
Using a construction similar to Theorem 3. 41 there is a collection of 
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domains G whose closures are mutually excLusive, G>:< is dense in S, 
and G is a refinement of H. Then G* i.s S and G>!< - G* is strongly 
screenable since it is the boundary of G>:<. Thus there is a sequence 
00 
K = {H.} such that H. is a discrete 
1 1 
(X) 
collection of domains, U H. refines 
i= 1 1 
H, and U H. covers G* - Q:1;:. 
i= 1 1 
Denote by G 1 the collection to which a domain d belongs if and 
only if the re is a domain g e G such that 
00 
d = g - ( g /J U H.*). 
i= 1 1 
Then each point in G'>~ must belong to the closure of some element of 
G' since no point of G>:< - Q>:< is a limit point of 0 1>:<, Thus G' is a 
discrete collection of domains. 
Suppose that Mis the boundary of 
00 
S belongs to either G 1>:<, M, or U H.,:,. 
i= 1 1 
UH,:< 
. 1 i . 
l= 
Then each point of 
But Mis strongly s creenable 
since it is the boundary of a domain. Thus there is a sequence K'={H'.} 
1 
satisfying the notion of strong screenabili.ty with respect to Hand M. 
Clearly, the sequence G 1,H 1,H;,H2 ,H~, ... satif;lfies the notion of 
strong s creenability with respect to H and S. Thus S is strongly 
screenable. Hence Theorem 3. 32 implies that S is metrizable. 
The final theorem of this chapter deals with still another pro-
pe rty of the boundary of a domain. This theorem by Traylor [28] will 
conclude this chapter. 
Theorem 3. 62: Let S be a Moore space, such that if B is the 
boundary of a domain in S and G is a collection of domains covering B, 
then some countable subcollection of G covers B. Then S is strongly 
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screen.able, and thus metrizable. 
Proof: Let H be an open cove ring of S, K :::: { x I {x} is a region}, 
L:::: {xix is a limit point of K}, and M:::: {xjx ES - (KU L)}. Then no 
point of M is a limit point of L, otherwise that point is a limit point of 
K and not in M. Furthermore, K is a domain and L is the boundary of 
K. Thus some countable subcollection H 1 of H covers L. 
Now suppose there is an uncountable subs et T of M such that T 
has no limit point. Each point of T is a limit point of M since T 
contains no degenerate region and no point of M is a limit point of 
either Kor L. So M - T is a domain, and T is an uncountable subset 
of the boundary B of M - T. But the boundary B of M - T is second 
countable and Tis an uncountable subset of B. Hence, T has a limit 
point. This contradiction implies that every uncountable subset of M 
has a limit point. Therefore by Lemma 3. 19 we have that Mis second 
countable. Denote by H 1 a countc;1.ble subcollection of H such that H 1 
covers M. 
Denote by H 2 the collection to which the region R belongs if and 
only if the only element of R is a point of CK - Ht n K). Clearly, H 2 
is a discrete collection of mutually exclusive domains. Denote by 
F 1 , F 2 , ... a sequence suc:h that. each Fi is a collection whose only 
element is some domain of H 1 U H
1 and each domain of H 1 U H
1 is the 
only domain of some Fi. Clearly, by the definitions of H 1 and H
1 this 
sequence is at most countable. Then the sequence H 2 , F 1, F 2 , ... is a 
countable sequence such that H 2 and Fi are discrete collections of 
00 
domains. By definition of H 2 and F. we have that H 2 U (U F.) is a 1 . 1 1 
00 1:::: 
refinement of Hand H 2 U ( U F.) cove rs S. Thus by definition we have i:::: 1 1 
that Sis strongly screenable. Hence by Theorem 3. 32, the Moore 
space S is metrizable. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROPER TIES OF NONMETRIZABLE 
NORMAL MOORE SPACES 
Introd,uction 
The goal of this chapter is to give the reader who seeks a 
counterexample to the normal Moore space conjecture s cime insight 
into results which should be of help. This chapter includes a trans la~ 
tion of the conjecture into a nontopological setting, which should enable 
a greater audience to pursue a solution to this evasive problem. The 
paper concludes with a presentation of some of the properties of non-
metrizable normal Moore spaces. 
A Translation of the Normal Moore Space Conjecture 
This section of the paper, Bing [2], will translate the yet un-
solved problem in topology of whether a normal Moore space is metri-
zable into a nontopo!ogical setting. The advantage of this translation is 
that it will aUow a wider audience to examine the problem, 
Let X be a set and R the c;artesian product of X with itself, that 
is, R ::: XX X. Let L denote the diagonal of R, L ::: { (x, x) / x E X}. For 
a visual aid one could consider X ::: [O, 1] on the real line. Then 
R ::: [O, 1 J x [O, 1], the unit square in the Euclidean plane, and with 
diagonal L frbm (0, 0) to (1, 1) as shown in Figure 5, However, our 
discussion will not insist that X have the cardinality of the continuum. 
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R 
X 
Figure 5. The Sets X, R, and L 
Now let .:\,.(x, y) = (y, y) be the horizontal projection of a point in R into 
a point on L. Also let v(x, y) = (x, x) be the vertical projection. We 
will be concerned with sets W such that h(W) n v(W) = 0. For 
example, in Figure 5, W could be {(x, y) /3/4 < x < 1 and O < y < 1/4}, 
- - - -
then we have h(W) = {(y,y)/3/4 .::_y .::_ l} q.nd v(W) = {(x,x)/0 .::_x < 1/4}. 
Let f: (R- L) ..... {O, 1, 2, ... } be a t]."ansformation of R - L into 
the non-negative integers. The tra,nsformation f is not necessarily 
continuous. The question to be answered is, do the following possible 
properties of£ imply each other? 
(a) There is a transformation F : X ..... { 0, 1, 2, ... } such that 
max [F(x), F(y)] > f(x, y) for each (x, y) e R - L. 
(b) For each subset W of R with h(W) n v(W) = 0 there is a 
transformation F W : X-+ {O, 1, 2, ... } such that max [F W(x),FW(y)J > 
f(x, y) for each (x, y) e W. 
If (a) is true then by letting F W = FI we have that (b) is true, 
w 
The question of whether (b) implies (a) is not obvious. Whether or not 
there is such an implication is related to the following conjecture. 
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Conjecture 4. 1: Each normal Moore space is. metrizable. 
As we have seen by Theorem 3. 36 that if a Moore space is 
collectionwise normal then it is metrizable. Thus if there is a counter-
example S to Conjecture 4. 1 then S contains a discrete collection of 
closed sets such that S is not collectionwise normal with respect to 
the collection. We say that S is a counterexample of Type D if it has 
the additional property that it contains a discrete collection of points 
with respect to which it is not co!lectionwise normal. 
Theorem 4. 2: A necessary and sufficient condition that there 
be a co1,mterexample of Type D is that there be an X, R, L, f(x, y) 
satisfying condition (b) but IJ.Ot condition (a). 
The proof of the theorem is omitted, but the interested reader 
may fin,d this proof in Bing [2 ]. 
Properties of Nonmetrizable Normal Moore Spaces 
The last section of this paper will include same properties of 
nonmetrizable normal Moore spaces. Of course, this is based on the 
assumption that the re does exist a nonmetrizable normal Moore space. 
The first property, established by D. R. Traylor [32] in 1964, is as 
follows: 
Theorem 4. 3: If there exists a nonmetrizable, normal, separ-
able Moore space then there is a nonmetrizable, normal, separable, 
arcwise connected, locally arcwise connected Moore space. 
Another property also established by Traylor [31] in 1966 
depends upon the following definition. The reader should refer back 
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to the definition of collectionwise normal. 
Definition 4. 4: The discrete collection G is collectionwise 
abnormal if no collection of domains in the spi;tce covering G* satisfies 
the notion of collectionwise normality. 
Using this definition Traylor proved the following property. 
Theorem 4. 5: If S is a normal, nonmetri~able Moore space and 
His an open covering of S then there is an uncountable discrete collec-
tion G of mutually exclusive, closed point sets such that G refines H 
and G is collectionwis e abnormal. 
Also in 1966, Ben Fitzpatrick and D. R. Traylor [8] proved the 
following two results. 
Theorem 4. 6: If there is a normal Moore space which is not 
metrizable, there is one which is not locally metrizable at any point, 
that is, if p is a point of the space then there doe~ not exist a domain 
D containing p such that D is metrizable. 
Theorem 4. 7: If there is a normal, separable Moore space 
which is not metrizable, then there is one which is not Locally metri-
zable at any point. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
This paper has provided a historical account of the basic 
theories concerning the metrization of Moore spaces, from their 
earliest beginnings to their present status in mathematics, The 
author has included such proofs and examples as were deemed neces -
sary for best comprehension. 
In preparing the paper, the most recent guides to mathematical 
literature were consulted; due to the time lapse between publication 
and inclusion in these indices, any work which may have been done 
after 1966 was not included, The bibliographies of the indexed articles 
were fully explored; any applicable material from this source has been 
included. For these reasons I the author feels that this paper, coupled 
with the material now completed but not yet available, would provided 
a comprehensive and usable reference tool to any who may wish to 
pursue this area of topology in the future. 
The material contained in this paper would serve to clarify 
many of the questions relating to the metrizability of Moore spaces; 
among those of major consequ~nce would be: Is every norm.al point-
wise paracompact Moor~ space metrizable? Does there exist a Moore 
space which is neither screenable nor collectionwise normal? Is every 
separable normal Moore space metrizable? Can Example 2. 12 be 
modified so as to obtain a normal developable topological space which 
1 1 'J 
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is not metrizable? What is a sufficient condition for a pointwise para-
compact Moore space to be screenable? Is every normal topological 
space with a uniform base m<;:trizable? 
The author wishes to take the liberty of suggesting the above as 
worthwhile areas of investigation to those interested in the metrization 
of Moore spaces. 
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